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On thin ice: Orono’s issues with The Grove
Cameron Paquette
News Editor
ORONO — For the second
time in three years, The Grove
student housing complex in
Orono hosted a large 300-plus
person party. Saturday’s incident required input from law
enforcement from nine different departments to disperse,
including officers from the
University of Maine Police
Department and police from
as far as Hampden.
Out of concern for public
safety, Orono Police Chief
Josh Ewing along with Town
Manager Sophie Wilson have
taken things into their own
hands and announced on
Monday at the Orono town
meeting that if a similar incident occurs again they will
revoke The Grove’s certificate
of occupancy, meaning that
the 620 Grove residents would
need to find new places to live.
“We are going to make
them uncomfortable with the
way they acted this weekend,”
Wilson said at the meeting.
Wilson also cited numerous offenses to the town’s
disorderly and housing ordinances that occurred over the
last few years since The Grove
opened in Fall 2012, including
recent examples from move-in
weekend, where a number of
residents arrived to find their
apartments in poor or un-liveable condition.

In addition, the certificate
of occupancy was granted on
the condition that The Grove
would pay to have sidewalks
and a crosswalk built at the
entrance of the facility to provide safe passage across Park
Street, something that has not
happened.
According to Wilson, part
of the frustration with The
Grove is the lack of participation and communication from
the complex’s parent organization, North Carolina-based
Campus Crest in resolving the
issues of poor living conditions and security.
“Anytime you are expecting someone to alter their
business model and look at
things differently, it is going
to feel like a struggle for them.
In Orono, we try really hard to
get people to voluntarily comply with ordinances and when
we can’t do that we have to
pull out the regulatory stick,”
Wilson said.
Since Monday’s town
meeting, Campus Crest has
come to the table and paid
$155,000 to the state for the
construction of the sidewalks
and crosswalk, fulfilling the
condition of their certificate
of occupancy. According to
Wilson, the town will receive
$70,000 of this to construct
the necessary infrastructure,
with the leftover $85,000 going into a special town escrow
account along with whatever

The Grove in Orono has been criticized by the town in recent weeks.

doesn’t get used for construction.
“The ability to just immediately revoke that certificate
of occupancy is gone at this
point. They’ve met the condition,” Wilson said.
Wilson hopes that Campus Crest will continue to
address issues at The Grove
and felt that the revocation of
their certificate of occupancy
would have been a last resort

measure.
“We’ve got approximately 620 people up there who,
if they can’t be there, where
else are we going to put them?
We’re pretty full in Orono,”
Wilson said. “We definitely
needed to get their attention,
and had they not followed
through, we would have
moved forward in a way that
hopefully would have bridged
a gap that would allow us to

Cameron Paquette, News Editor

get the needs met without
causing that kind of chaos.”
Wilson has reached out to
the town engineer, who will
start survey work next week
with the goal of finishing the
sidewalks and crosswalk by
the end of this year.
Student behavior a factor
Because a large portion of
the residents are students at
the University of Maine, Wil-

son also reached out to Dr.
Robert Dana, vice president
for Student Affairs and dean
of students at the University of
Maine, to see if there was anything that the university could
do to help educate the students
about the dangers of participating in large parties such as
the one last weekend.
Following their meeting,
See Grove on A3

VolturnUS still
Student organized march to
change government climate policy afloat with grant
Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
ORONO -- On Sept. 21,
people from around the country will flood the streets of
New York City to protest government’s stagnant approach
to combating climate change.
In a student-organized
march, which will be attended by thousands of people all
over the country, a new generation will be making its voice
heard.
People’s Climate March is
an organized protest to take
place during the United Nations summit on the climate
crisis this weekend. Among
the businesses, religious
groups, high school students,
parents and teachers will be
approximately 60 University
of Maine students.
“It’s a lot more than marching down the street. We don’t
have the money big corporations do to fight. We have people power,” Catherine Fletcher
said.
Fletcher, a fourth-year zoology student, along with Connor Scott, a third-year business and international affairs
student, are organizing a bus
to send students to the march
as part of the Divest UMaine
group they both run.
“If we’re going to bring a
bus of 54 people to New York
City, I want kids to be fired up
and start working with Divest
UMaine,” Fletcher said. “I just
want them to realize how big
this movement is and bring it
to UMaine.”
What Fletcher is referring
to is the growing body of evidence, which suggest climate
Tuesday
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change is an issue that will affect all people and already is,
especially indigenous people.
“You can really consider
climate to be a major security issue,” said Doctor Paul
Mayewski, director of UMaine’s Climate Change Institute.
College students today,
much like those of the late ’60s
and the civil rights movement
are facing a world in crisis,
however this time it extends
beyond people to all aspects of
the planet.
“We’re being left with an
environment in crisis and we
didn’t have anything to do
with it,” Scott said of the environmental degradation done
before he was born. “We’ve
grown up with the kind of
back noise that this is going to
be an issue someday.”
Maine is already feeling the
effects.
Lyme disease per 100,000
people has increased from 40
in 2007 to 103 in 2013, according to Maine Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. Much of this increase is
attributed to a warming climate.
“Much of what’s going to
happen in the future, is already
happening and that is what
people really need to focus,”
Mayewski said.
According to Mayewski,
summers in Maine have been
warming and our storms have
become more extreme.
But for Mayewski, Maine
is in a unique situation.
“In Maine, we will have
enough precipitation, but it will
be a lot stormier,” Mayewski
said. “There are opportunities
if people understand what the
Wednesday
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changes are and that they are
occurring they can being to
prepare for it.”
Mayewski cites Maine’s
ability to grow more of its own
food, offshore wind and the
reinstitution of Portland as a
regional hub, with northern ice
caps melting, as potential opportunities for the state.
“The better educated we
are the better prepared we are.
We have no choice but to try
to adapt to these changes,” he
said.
It is Maine’s unique climatic situation that Fletcher says
has disillusioned students into
thinking that they’re safe from
the impacts of climate change
such as greater air pollution or
rising water levels.
She hopes the march can
help open her peers’ eyes.
“I want kids that live in
Maine to realize how good
they have it and how bad it can
get,” Fletcher said.
The People’s Climate
March is more than just a rush
of people yelling with signs.
The day prior to the event will
be filled with workshops to
help people organize back in
their communities.
“The training is giving us
leadership capabilities to continue this work. It’s what’s going to propel us into the future
and make active world change
wherever we live,” Scott said.
It’s education that Mayewski believes will help people
prepare for the impacts of intense storms or rising water
levels near their homes.
“I think there is a whole
level of awareness that people need to take on. [Climate]
changes happened even beThursday
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fore humans, now were seeing
some changes that are much
faster.”
Whether it be an engineering, theater or English student,
climate change is a challenge
facing all UMaine students.
“No matter what they’re
studying, their careers and
lives will definitely be impacted in the future by climate. It’s
important to understand all the
details of the things that are
potentially going to change,”
he said.
Fletcher feels similarly and
that’s why she hopes more
people will sign up for the bus,
which will leave Portland for
New York City on Sept. 20,
expected to arrive at 4:30 p.m.
“I think what’s unique
about this is this affects everybody. Climate change affects every human being and
every organism on this planet.
[It’s unique] because of how
diverse this fight is and how
many people are embracing
together,” Fletcher said.
Tickets cost $36.50 and
can be purchased by emailing
Catherine Fletcher on Firstclass. There will be carpooling
to Portland. The march begins
at 11 a.m. on Sunday Sept. 21
and the bus will leave back to
Maine at 7 p.m., arriving in
Portland at 1 a.m. on Monday,
Sept. 22.
According to Scott, the
march can help UMaine students understand their impact
and ability in fixing the climate
situation.
“We have the potential to
change the course of human
history we can say we were
there—we helped do this,”
Scott said.
Friday
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Courtesy of ASC Center
A blade from the VolturnUS 1:8 scale on the test rig.

Zach Connerty-Marin
Web Editor
ORONO -- On Sept. 5, the
U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) and the University of
Maine signed an agreement
to fund UMaine’s VolturnUS 1:8 floating wind turbine, reaffirming the DOE’s
faith in UMaine’s innovative
offshore wind project, Aqua
Ventus 1. The agreement includes $3 million from the
DOE and $970,000 in matching funds from UMaine.
According to Jake Ward,
UMaine’s vice president
for innovation and economic development, the agreement will allow UMaine
to complete the design and
engineering calculations for
a full-scale version of the
VolturnUS. The VolturnUS
1:8 is a small version, at an
eighth scale, of the proposed
6-megawatt
commercial
wind turbine.
According to Dr. Habib
Dagher, director of the Advanced Composites and
Manufacturing Center at
UMaine, the additional fundSaturday
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ing was due in part to the
success of the wind turbine
offshore in Castine. The turbine survived nearly 18 extreme wind and wave events
while generating power over
the past year. Many of the
extreme weather events experienced in the past year occur only every 50 years and
some occur only every 500
years.
“The performance data
collected from our sensors
validated our design assumptions and engineering work,”
Dagher said. “Now we are
ready to build the bigger
unit, and the new DOE funding allows us to complete the
design of the full size unit.”
The turbine is a floating windmill and lab, with
over 50 sensors on board.
The sensors measure wind,
waves, current, temperature,
accelerations, strains, turbine
performance, and mooring
load lines.
“The sensors [collect]
data on how the unit performs under all operating
See VolturnUS on A4
Sunday
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NSF grant funds Student Government VP to
aquaculture research run for Orono school board
Lauren Abbate
Staff Writer
ORONO — A $20 million research grant from the
National Science Foundation
will fund the development of a
multi-institutional research network focused around the social,
economic and ecological factors
influencing aquaculture in the
state of Maine.
“The overall mission is to
establish a research and education network that will enhance
the value of ocean foods in this
bioregion, so that ultimately we
will become a global center for
recruiting the best and brightest
students and faculty,” said Barry
Costa-Pierce, director of Marine
Sciences at the University of
New England.
The Sustainable Ecological
Aquaculture Network (SEANET) created and funded by the
grant will be headed by the University of Maine but rely heavily
on partnerships between public
and private academic institutions around the state. The grant,
which was awarded to Maine’s
Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research
(EPSCoR) started on Aug. 1 and
will run a five-year tenure.
SEANET will use Maine’s
position as a global leader in
aquaculture to explore how this
process of farming in water can
solve statewide and national
questions regarding the current
state and future of coastal communities that have for centuries
relied on the ocean for their livelihoods.
“Because we have an established industry, a working waterfront and other interests along
our coast, we have a fascinating
opportunity to discover how
aquaculture can work into our
waterfront,” said Paul Anderson, director of SEANET at the
University of Maine.
The availability of oceanic resources is a globally paramount issue: 90 percent of
seafood in the U.S. is imported
from other countries, and 80
percent of ornamental fish sold
are being harvested off of coral
reefs.
Particularly in Maine, the
availability of lobster licenses
is becoming harder to sustain
every year while the local fish-

ing industry is not as strong as it
once was, and “that really threatens the cultural and economic
integrity of many vulnerable
communities around the state,”
said Anne Langston, assistant
director of the Aquaculture Research Institute (ARI) at UMaine.
While SEANET is not looking to replace Maine’s fisheries
with aquaculture, it is seeking
to develop a comprehensive
approach to the sustainability of
these fisheries through aquaculture practices and secure their
future along Maine’s 3,500-mile
coastline.
“You’ve got communities
that have this connection to
the sea, and they are at a point
in time where they don’t know
how those connections to the sea
can be maintained,” Langston
said.
To further explore the possible opportunities that will come
from aquaculture development,
SEANET is seeking input from
over 20 academic disciplines
across the network including
the biological and social sciences, oceanographers and marine
scientists, economists, risk communicators, as well as engineers.
“Research networks, in my
experience, have been a fantastic way of coordinating groups
that don’t necessarily interact
with each other on an everyday
basis,” Langston said. “You
wouldn’t normally get oceanographers interacting with risk
communicating
researchers.
They don’t naturally interact.”
By connecting this variety of
specialists, SEANET is creating
an aquaculture “resource hub”
that will give the institutions
involved access to faculty and
research they would not be able
to attain on their own.
“Developing those partnerships and the direct day-to-day
access to the ecosystems is the
primary role,” Costa-Pierce said.
The University of Maine’s
ARI currently only has three
faculty members and a half dozen students. SEANET has engaged “about 70 faculty members across the state, and so now
we’re getting people who are in
any number of different research
disciplines that are now focusing
See Aquaculture on A4

Chase Brunton
Contributor
ORONO -- Trey Stewart, president of the General Student Senate (GSS) at
UMaine and vice president
of UMaine Student Government Inc. (UMSG), is
aiming to become the latest
member of RSU 26’s board
of directors, which serves
Orono’s K-12 schools.
As a member of one of
five board directors, Stewart would assist the board
in making decisions that affect Orono’s three schools.
As chair of student government, Stewart’s job is
to preside over the general senate. As a member of
the Orono school system,
he would work with the
board of directors to conduct research into what
policies need to be enacted, amended, or updated at
each of Orono’s schools. If
a decision is made and is
voted favorably, the board
coordinates with the superintendent of schools, who
delegates the decision.
If chosen for the position, Stewart, at 20 years
old, would become the
youngest member of the
RSU 26 board.
One thing that Stewart would like to see done
for Orono is an increase
in connection between the
University and the town.
One of the best ways to do
that, he believes, is to bring
the schools of RSU 26 into
a higher level of collaboration with the University.
“Orono students have
this immense resource right
in their backyard, waiting
to be utilized,” Stewart
said.
When there was an opening in the school board, he
saw it as an opportunity to
work toward
bridging the gap between
the town of Orono and the
University of Maine.
“There are many ways
to connect the two systems,
but the fact [that] there is
little being done about it is
something I hope to address
and to change,” he said.

Vice President of Student Government Trey Stewart.

Chase Brunton, Contributor

One such idea is a system
of dual enrollment, which
would be directed through
the University of Maine. In
the system, students in Orono high school would take
credits that count toward
the completion of their diplomas, while also earning
college credits.
Stewart, whose real first
name is Howard, came to
UMaine from Presque Isle,
where he says there was a
high level of collaboration
between his high school
and the nearby university
system that worked well
for him.
“I was able to come into
the University of Maine
with significant college experience and credit hours,
which saved me money and
has better prepared me for
things that I’ll be tackling
in the future,” he said.
The RSU 26 district
serves approximately 800
students in its three schools
— Asa C. Adams
school, Orono Middle
School and Orono High
School — which are located on a single campus.
The term for service on the
school board is two years.
The appointed position,
which was opened when
one of the directors, Wayne
Scott, resigned his position
for medical reasons, requires candidates to fill out
an in-depth application and

the community.”
Furthermore, she says
that whether or not students
have the time to volunteer
regularly, just coming to
meetings when there is
something on the agenda
that affects students and
speaking up makes a big
difference.
“The council will listen
to what we hear,” she said.
Stewart also encourages students to get involved
however they can. He says
if they aren’t involved already, the first thing they
should do is come to the
Wade Center, the home
base for
UMaine’s 150-250 active student clubs. While
some students might not
feel that there is a good outlet for their free time in a
club or organization, Stewart says that if they look,
there is always something.
“There’s something here
for everyone, I can promise
you that,” Stewart said.
Stewart is a third-year
political science and sociology student with a
double minor in business
administration and legal
studies, with a focus on
pre-law.
This fall is Stewart’s
first semester as president
of Student Senate, having stepped in for Ryan
Hall, who graduated in the
spring.

undergo an interview with
the Orono town council, after which a candidate will
be decided by a vote.
The third-year political
science major will be running against his mentor and
professor of political science here at UMaine, Mark
Brewer, who Stewart says
has been nothing but supportive.
“Between the two of
us, you’re going to have
someone who is passionate
about the town of Orono,
and is going to do a good
job,” he said.
Sophie Wilson, town
manager, had some positive
thoughts about students
in Orono getting involved
with town government.
“It’s important that students get involved in town
government,” she said.
“The University students
make up a significant percentage of Orono’s population, and the decisions that
we make directly affect
them.”
Despite this, Wilson
says that the student voice
is largely absent. At a recent town meeting, she was
happy to see Stewart speak
about the possible moratorium on student housing.
“It’s a voice we haven’t
heard a lot from,” she said.
“It’s new for us, and exciting that someone is willing
to take time and give it to

UVAC to receive new ambulance, garage upgrade
Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
ORONO -- The University of Maine Volunteer Ambulance Corps (UVAC) conducted a drill on Sept. 13 at 9
a.m. to train for mass casualty
incidents. The drill, conducted
in Jenness Lot, also included
Orono and Old Town fire departments.
The incident involved four
casualties, two crashed vehicles
and one bystander, all acted by
UVAC students. The incident
was realistically simulated
with fake blood, the Jaws of
Life, utilized in removing one
vehicle’s passengers, and a motorized saw used for removing
the car’s roof and doors. The
crash’s vehicles were donated
by a local garage.
“We started organizing the
drill in May,” said UVAC Assistant Chief of Development
Lauren Holland. “We had to
organize the local fire departments, and we also needed university approval to use the lot
and place signs about campus
informing people this was just
a drill.”
Besides training purposes,
the drill served to raise awareness for distracted driving; the
drill’s “crash scene” was the result of the driver texting while
driving.
“UVAC has never had this
kind of drill,” said Holland
said. “I responded to an accident like this my first year at
UVAC, so I can say this drill is

pretty realistic.”
The exercise involved a fire
truck and several ambulances
on scene, one of which was
UVAC’s recently purchased
high-tech second ambulance.
A new garage bay for the ambulance, located adjacent to
UVAC, is set to be completed
this week.
The $185,000 garage will
house the $91,000 high-tech
ambulance, which was purchased in fall 2013 as a result of
increased need for on-campus
coverage.
“One ambulance wasn’t
enough to train students,” said
Executive Director of Auxiliary Services Dan Sturrup, who
noted many driving miles are
needed for UVAC students to
complete training. “A second
ambulance will mitigate some
of that travel wear-and-tear,
and it will also help with sports
event coverage and any needed
local assistance.”
UVAC has a mutual aid
agreement with local communities to provide assistance
when needed. This mutual aid
agreement extends to local
departments’ own mutual aid
agreements, as well as, creating
a sizeable area of service. The
addition of a second ambulance
allows the university to provide
that aid while still maintaining
an ambulance on-campus.
The ambulance, purchased
from a vendor from Rumford,
Maine has the latest technology, such as LED lights for better energy efficiency, as well as

Construction has begun on a new garage to house UVAC’s new ambulance.

three seats, one more than the
current UVAC ambulance. The
need for a new ambulance was
recognized after the NCAA
changed its event medical requirements in 2012, necessitating an ambulance be on-site at
all times, which subsequently
limited UVAC coverage during
game time.
The original garage bay was
built in 1996, with an estimated lifespan of 20 years. The
expanded garage bay will be

funded by the money generated
from UVAC’s medical transports, estimated at $22,000 per
year, and the ambulance itself
will be funded by the savings
gained by having athletic event
coverage provided by UVAC,
instead of an outside medical organization, estimated at
$12,000 per year.
“We’ll have some kind of
opening ceremony when the
bay opens,” said Dakota Turnbull, Student Chief of Oper-

ations. “A second bay allows
us to store the ambulance in a
place where we don’t have to
remove all the temperature-sensitive equipment every night.”
Trumbull is responsible for
overseeing daily operations,
managing UVAC’s resources,
and overseeing officers.
UVAC receives around 400500 ambulance calls per year,
with an estimated one-third of
those calls resulting in hospital
trips, according to Chief of Ser-

Patrick Skigen, Contributor

vice Joe Kellner.
“We’ve created a sustainable system with the addition
of a second ambulance,” said
Kellner. “We want to provide
experience to as many UVAC
students possible.”
Kellner noted UVAC consistently has new applicants
signing up for the program, so
many, in fact, that not everyone
is accepted.
See UVAC on A4
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from A1
Dana has toured The Grove
along with Ewing and feels
that part of the reason for the
issues law enforcement had
with dispersing the party was
the layout of the buildings in
the complex, with numerous
alleyways between buildings
giving people places to run
and hide.
“You can’t put 600 students in a place like that and
say ‘good luck,’” Dana said.
“I’m all for independent living. I just don’t want students
getting hurt.”
On Saturday night, Dana
sent an email to university students housed at The Grove in
which he urges that students
respect town officials and police, warning that any misconduct that they take part in off
campus can still be in breach
of the student code of conduct, which could result in any
number of punishments from
warnings to dismissal.
Concerns for law enforcement
At Monday’s town meeting, Ewing used video shot
by one of the police officers

involved in dispersing the party last weekend as evidence of
the disobedient nature of the
residents there. In the video,
students can be seen chanting
and refusing requests from officers to disperse.
One of the officers, Justin
Angelo of Old Town Police
Department fell and broke his
leg while apprehending someone. Angelo is currently out of
work while he heals from his
injury.
“I feel guilty from our position to ask for help. It’s a strain
on their agenc[ies],” Ewing
said, referring to Angelo’s issues as well as the large number of officers that had to be
pulled away from duty in their
respective jurisdictions.
According to Wilson, a female drunk driver crashed into
and totaled two vehicles while
driving down Main Street in
Orono while officers were
dealing with the party at The
Grove.
“The University doesn’t
staff and Orono doesn’t staff
for a major event. We staff
for what we can reasonably
anticipate dealing with. Taxpayers in our community and
students can’t afford for us to
be staffing for a 300-person
disorderly event that could

The Maine Campus
happen anytime. We’re trying to work within our budget
constraints and the university
has been great with that” Wilson said.
During move-in weekend
last year, management at The
Grove paid $16,000 for officers from Orono, Old Town
and Veazie police departments
to patrol the grounds for the
first few weeks of operation.
Ewing proposed a scaled back
version of this agreement to
The Grove for move-in weekend 2014, with the amount
of patrolling officers being
reduced from six to eight officers in 2013 to only four.
The Grove declined the
agreement, citing the lack of
disturbances in 2013 as a reason to abandon the police detail. Information presented by
the town council at the meeting reports that The Grove
currently makes $334,000 per
month from rent fees.
Lessons learned
The Avenue, a student
housing complex capable of
housing over 700 people, received final approval from the
Orono Planning Board in July,
after a lengthy vetting process
in which every aspect of the
compound’s construction and

management was debated and
analyzed.
“We’ve done some things
differently [with The Avenue],” Wilson said.
According to Wilson, when
The Grove was approved, the
town had to enlist the help
of code enforcement officers
from neighboring towns to
help keep track of the regulatory issues that the complex
was having. This time around,
Park7, the parent company
of The Avenue, will hire an
on-site code enforcer who
will report to the town on any
problems.
Although Park7 is yet to
take part in a pre-construction
meeting, the first portion of
The Avenue is set to be completed in time for the start of
the 2016-17 academic year,
with subsequent portions of
the complex being opened at
different times later on.
Wilson hopes that this
approach, as well as stricter
security and housing quality
standards will prevent The Avenue from following the same
path as The Grove.
“We’re learning as we
go, which at times feels inadequate, but it’s kind of the
best we can do at this point in
time,” Wilson said.
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Emergency Preparedness drill
to take place next week
Jocelyn Nerney
Staff Writer
ORONO -- UMaine will
be conducting its annual
emergency communications
system test on Thursday,
Sept. 18, at 12 p.m. Three
outdoor sirens will sound for
several minutes shortly after
noon, and they will be audible throughout the campus.
Just before noon, the
Emergency Operation Center (EOC) Team will be
activated, according to Dr.
Wayne M. Maines, UMaine’s director of Safety and
Environmental
Management.
“At noon, we will send
out an E-2 alert text, test our
social media systems andsound the campus alarms.
These are all tools we use
to quickly get the word out
during anemergency. We
will evaluate the how well
we are able to activate each
system and if needed make
changes to improve our ability to respond quickly and
effectively,” Maines said.
According to Maines, the
team that will be responding, or the EOC Team, is
staffed with trained representatives from departments
across the University based
on the specific emergency
incident. They will receive a
text message to report to the
appropriate location. The
main purpose of the EOC
is to serve as a single focal
point for information management, resource support,
financial assistance, and
decision making to support
during the entire emergency
response, disaster management and recovery process.
The sirens are part of
UMaine’s
multifaceted
emergency communications
system established in 2007
that allows university safety
and communications professionals to use several mech-

The National Guard performing an emergency drill in 2013.

anisms to quickly communicate vital information to the
community during emergency situations.
“The following are emergencies that might impact
our community. We have
developed plans to respond
and recover using the Incident Command System as
our core support tools that
UMaine will use to respond
to natural disasters including
inclement weather, flooding,
northeasters, earthquakes,
terrorism, pandemics, police
matters, a missing student,
a bomb threat or a fire,”
Maines said.
When UMaine’s emergency communication system is activated, several notifications will occur. A text
message is sent to subscribers of UMaine’s text system.
Information is posted on the
university’s homepage, the
UMaine portal, and on FirstClass. A recorded telephone
message may be heard by
dialing 207-581-INFO. After these messages are delivered, police sound the sirens.
Students, faculty, and
members of the UMaine

community can register to
receive UMaine’s emergency notifications. The emergency notification service
alerts the UMaine community to public safety issues,
including inclement weather conditions causing class
cancellations.
Registration for texts and/
or email alerts may be done
online via umaine.edu/emergency.
“The best thing students
can do to prepare for emergency is to sign up for the
E-2 Alert System, because
this will provide them with
instant access to emergency
information. They can then
follow the directions provided by the EOC depending
on the emergency,” Maines
said.
Every college or university should have a thorough emergency management system, according to
Maines, in order to plan,
respond and recover from
emergencies.
UMaine’s
Emergency Response Contingency Plan (ERCP) includes yearly planning and
training with local, state, and

File Photo

federal emergency agencies.
A key component of this requirement is making sure
the communication system
is working as designed and
that new members of the
team know what their roles
are during an emergency situation.
The university also hosted the National Guard’s
emergency
preparedness
drill in Nov. 2013, at which
180 representatives from the
U.S. Northern Command,
New England National
Guard and Maine Emergency Management Agency
units were on campus for a
two-day conference focused
on improving communication and operational relationships in the event of a
domestic crisis.
“You can only do and
learn so much from conducting tabletop exercises
or reviewing written plans,
sometimes you need to test
all the bells and whistles in
the field, real time, real people. This allows us to learn
together and to make our
emergency systems stronger,” Maines said.

VolturnUS
from A1

conditions, wind, waves,
currents, etc.,” Ward said,
“[and monitors] all the environmental conditions, including birds and bats.”
The turbine connected to
Central Maine Power’s energy grid via an undersea cable
on June 13, 2013, making the
VolturnUS the first offshore
grid-connected wind turbine
in the Americas. Offshore
grid-connected technology
allows turbines to be placed
20 miles or more away from
shore, making large wind
farms invisible when viewed
from the coast.
The turbine is comprised
of a floating concrete hull
and a composite materials
tower. Composite materials
are made from the combination of two or more individual materials and are used to
increase structural stability
and decrease manufacturing cost. The VolturnUS 1:8
is 65 feet tall. A full-size
VolturnUS would have a
hub height — the distance
from the floating base of the
windmill to the center of the
rotor — of 300 feet, roughly equivalent to a 30-story
building, and a rotor diameter of nearly 450 feet.
The turbine completed
its first year of operation
last week and will remain
off the coast of Castine until
November. U.S. Sen. Susan
Collins, U.S. Rep. Mike Michaud, and David Danielson,
the DOE assistant secretary
for energy efficiency and
renewable energy, traveled
to Castine to celebrate the
event. Danielson gave his
support to the project and
presented the VolturnUS
team with the check.
“Completing the hundred-percent design and
engineering will put us in a
good position to raise funds
for the construction phase,”
Ward said. Dagher said the
money also will be used to
complete cost estimates for
construction on the East and
West coasts of the U.S. However, “to fully get ready for

Aquaculture
from A2

on aquaculture,” Langston said.
Through the 100 undergraduate internships and 20 graduate assistantships funded by
the grant, Maine’s students will
have the opportunity to gain
valuable skills and experience
that will familiarize them with
the aquaculture industry across
the state.
“I would like to see the next
generation of coastal leaders to
come from the state of Maine,”
Costa-Pierce said.
A key hold back for the advancement of the aquaculture
industry in Maine is due to a
lack of an adequately trained
workforce.
“In order to boost the industry to the next level having
this kind of input into training
young minds and scientists
that’s the only way you can
grow an industry,” Langston

construction,” Dagher said,
“we still need to raise additional funding to complete
the environmental and permitting aspects of the project, and the design of the
electrical interconnection to
shore.”
The VolturnUS 1:8 is part
of UMaine’s Aqua Ventus 1
offshore wind project. The
Aqua Ventus project proposes to create a 12-megawatt
offshore wind park using two
VolturnUS windmills. According to Dagher, this wind
park would provide a model for larger wind parks and
hopefully attract the attention of banks and investors.
UMaine applied for a
DOE Advanced Technology Demonstration Program
grant of $47 million early
in 2013 for the project and
made it through the first
phase of review, but did not
receive a full award. Other proposed projects were
farther along and received
grants: Dominion Virginia
Power, Fisherman’s Energy Atlantic City Windfarm
in New Jersey, and Principle Power Windfloat off the
coast of Oregon.
However, the DOE was
impressed enough by the
work to grant UMaine $3
million to complete its research and development
work on the already-deployed VolturnUS 1:8. Now
the DOE is funding the
project with an additional
$3 million to complete the
design process so the VolturnUS can move to a full-scale
model.
The VolturnUS 1:8 was
designed and built at UMaine and assembled at the
engineering contractor Cianbro’s facility in Brewer. A
tugboat from Maine Maritime Academy towed the
VolturnUS 1:8 30 miles to
Castine. Cianbro and Maine
Maritime Academy are part
of the UMaine-led DeepCwind Consortium, which
includes over 30 private and
public partner organizations.
DeepCwind has spent over
seven years designing and
developing the VolturnUS
project.
said.
After the research is compiled, SEANET is hopeful that
it will have created an aquaculture toolbox for community
organizers and stakeholders to
use and apply in their coastal
communities.
The last EPSCoR grant the
University of Maine received
funded the Sustainability Solutions Initiative (SSI), which has
reached the end of its five-year
lifespan. The SSI and SEANET are composed of different
initiatives, but SEANET will
benefit from the sustainability
research conducted by the SSI.
The SEANET network will
include UMaine, UNE, Maine
Maritime Academy, University
of Southern Maine, University
of Maine at Machias, Bowdoin
College, Southern Maine Community College, St. Joseph’s
College, Bigelow Laboratory
for Ocean Sciences, and the
Cobscook Community Learning Center.

UVAC

from A2
UVAC, founded 42 years
ago, currently utilizes 65 student volunteers in a variety of
roles. Besides medical assistance and athletic event coverage, UVAC students regularly
inspect all Automated External
Defibrillators on-campus, conduct educational exercises, and
provide leadership opportunities within the organization.
“UMaine has been incredible,” Kellner said. “We are
probably at the pinnacle of our
support from the university. We
are involved in dialogues with
many departments, and we’re
working to get at least 5 percent
of the campus trained in CPR.”
UVAC does not operate in
the summer, due to decreased
need for medical services.
UVAC can be contacted at
207-581-4037 or on FirstClass.
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Police Beat
The best from UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor
9/5
9:37 p.m. - Here’s Your
Sign
Eastern Maine Community College student James
Bergeron was enjoying
himself. The 19-year-old
former Black Bear was
wandering around the west
wing on the first floor of
Hancock Hall when he saw
a fire exit sign that he decided he didn’t like very much
and proceeded to swat the
sign from the ceiling in
a drunken fury. A Hancock Hall resident, clearly
concerned by Bergeron’s
action, reported the incident
to the University of Maine
Police Department (UMPD)
who immediately sent an officer to the scene. After taking a description of Bergeron
from the resident, the officer
proceeded to exit the building and found Bergeron just
outside holding a can of Bud
Light. The officer proceeded
to identify the intoxicated
campus visitor and issued
Bergeron summons’ for illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor and criminal mischief.
The value of the fire exit sign
is reported to be $100.
9/7
12:12 a.m. - Classic
Grove
Shortly after midnight, the
UMPD received a call from
the Orono Police Department
Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
Issues regarding student
misconduct
at
off-campus housing facilities was one of the major
discussion points at the
The University of Maine
Student Government Inc.,
meeting of the General
Student Senate (GSS) on
Sept. 9.
Much of the meeting
was spent discussing issues brought up at the
Orono Town Council
meeting regarding The
Grove as well as student
misconduct.
A major point of concern to senators was the
over 600 calls about The
Grove and over 500 calls
about Orchard Trails to
the Orono Police Department since 2012.
“Encourage your peers
to watch their behavior,”
UMSG Inc. Vice President Trey Stewart said.
“Citizens are unhappy
with what’s going on
amongst our constituents.
It reflects badly on all
of us, even if it is just a
small percentage.”
Sen. Andrew Bracy,
who is the liaison between the Town Council in Orono and GSS
mentioned that many
of the issues stemming

requesting backup for a large
group of people that needed
to be dispersed at The Grove
student housing complex.
Police from Orono and the
University represented two of
nine departments that had sent
officers to diffuse the roughly
300-person gathering. According to UMPD Detective Keith

dent MaineCards. All of the
students were visibly intoxicated. Drew Klark, Ty Walkow and Graham Stiles, all
18 years old, were compliant
with the officer’s demands.
The fourth, 19-year-old Aidan
Willis refused to show his
identification to the officer,
angrily fending off the officer’s questions. After blowing
.13 on a portable breath
test, Willis was given a
summons for possession
of alcohol by consumption.
The other three students were
referred to Judicial Affairs for
the incident.
1:10 a.m. - Fight me,
you won’t

Mercier, The Grove will be
heavily patrolled for the next
two weekends to deter any
further incidents of this nature
from occurring and students
who commit alcohol offenses
off campus will be disciplined
through the campus as well as
the judicial system. Mercier
has this to say to students:
“Use your head. Behave
yourself.”
na
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12:12 a.m. - I don’t wan-

While cruising down Long
Road, an officer noticed a
group of four students walking
down the road, one of whom
was holding a traffic cone. The
officer stopped the group in
the Knox Hall parking lot and
identified them by their stu-

After a long night drinking, Dixfield residents Austin
Bernard, 19, and Clifford
Boynton, 21, found themselves outside of Oxford Hall.
The pair were making quite a
bit of noise, causing one of the
Resident Assistants on duty to
confront them asking them to
quiet down. The two refused,
one of whom even threatened
to urinate on the RA’s window. Both non-students were
combative and were challenging the RA to fight. Instead,
the RA decided to call the
University of Maine police
to deal with the pair. An officer arrived shortly thereafter
and found the two to be in
possession of seven cans of
Budweiser. Since Boynton,
21, was given a warning. Bernard, on the other hand, was
given a summons for possession of alcohol by a minor.
Both were given a 48-hour
warning for trespassing.

Briefs

Quick news from around the University of Maine System
Cameron Paquette
News Editor
UMA Announces New
Dean for Bangor Campus
Pamela Proulx-Curry
has been announced as
the new dean for the University of Maine at Augusta’s Bangor campus.
Proulx-Curry,
who
earned her Ph.D. in analytical chemistry at the
University of New Hampshire, as well as a Bachelor of Science in chemistry from the University
of Maine in Orono, takes
this position after having
served as academic dean
at Eastern Maine Community College in Bangor.
Prior to this, Proulx-Curry also served as a faculty
member at the University
of Maine at Machias, as
well as executive director of Wisconsin Campus
Compact.
USM
Receives
$132,000
grant
for
worker health and safety
The
University
of
Southern Maine is set to
receive nearly $132,000
from the federal government for workers health
and safety program improvements.
The University is one
of 78 groups across the
nation receiving a grant
from the U.S. Department
of Labor’s Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, which will be
distributing $10 million

in total to fund programs
to educate workers and
employers to improve
workplace safety practices.
In a statement given on
Tuesday, U.S. Secretary
of Labor Thomas Perez
said that the grants will
give workers in dangerous industries “important tools to identify and
eliminate hazards.”
Gov. LePage nominates three members to
UMS Planning and Governing Boards
Gov. Paul LePage has
nominated three people to be added to the
planning and governing
boards of the University
of Maine System (UMS).
Since taking office in
2011, LePage has nominated nine trustees to the
UMS board of trustees,
a 16-member panel that
authorizes financial, educational and public service policies for the University of Maine System.
All of LePage’s previous
appointments have been
confirmed unanimously
by the Maine Senate.
Among
this
latest
round of nominees are
Susan Dench of Falmouth, James Donnelly
of Brewer and Samuel
Collins of Caribou.
Dench is the president
of the Informed Women’s
Network, a group that has
10 chapters across the
country. Dench and her
husband, Bryan Dench
have donated $2,600 to

Gov. LePage’s re-election campaign.
Donnelly is a former
state representative and
is the current executive
vice president of Machias Savings Bank.
Collins is the brother
of U.S. Sen. Susan Collins and is the owner of
S.W. Collins Co., a logging and building company located in Caribou.
The company has also
donated $1,000 to LePage’s re-election campaign.
Gov. LePage fails to
appear at forum
Gov. LePage failed
to make an appearance
at Friday’s E2 Tech
event at the University of Southern Maine,
where LePage and his
opponents, Eliot Cutler
and Mike Michaud, were
supposed to meet and
discuss energy and policy in what would have
been the first time all
three gubernatorial candidates had convened at
a single event.
According to a statement issued by his campaign, the organizers of
the event had changed
the format, causing him
to pull out. The event
was hosted by the Environmental & Energy
Technology Council of
Maine.
Cutler and Michaud
continued on with the
discussion of political
issues concerning Maine
voters without LePage.

This week in Student Government

GSS addresses student conduct off campus

from The Grove are related to Campus Crest, The
Grove’s corporate owner.
“This is management,”
Bracy said.
He also mentioned
Campus Crest collects
$330,000 income from the
rent of its residents each
month but “can’t fix the
gate.” The entrance gate is
broken and cited as one of
the reasons last weekend’s
parties got out of hand,
along with an inadequate
police presence.
GSS Allocates money to Woodsmen’s team,
other student groups report on Spring
The UMaine General
Student Senate allocated $4,598 to the UMaine
Woodsmen’s team in its
meeting on Sept. 9. The
Woodsmen’s team practices at 6 a.m. and individually at 4:30 p.m. five days
a week.
GSS allocated money
so they could sharpen their
saws and travel to competitions.
Group presentations included the French Club,
Mainely Voices, Operation

HEARTS, Men’s Rugby,
South Asian Association
of Maine and commuter
and nontraditional students.
The French Club spoke
about a trip to Portland,
last spring where they
practiced their speaking
skills at a French restaurant and went to the Portland Museum of Art to
look at French paintings,
discussing them in their
club’s language.
Mainely Voices presented about its spring
tour which, according to
Nate Williams, “went way
better than planned.”
Their tour covered
schools as far away as
Vermont and as close as
Brewer, Maine.
This fall, the acapella
group is holding auditions
where some some of the
potential candidates said
they decided to come to
UMaine, after Mainely
Voices visited their school
last spring.
The group is planning
to record a CD and have
fall and spring shows.
Operation
HEARTS
visited Philadelphia last

year in a service trip that
included working at local preschool, an equine
therapy facility, a organ
donor and recipient stayin house, the Ronald McDonald House and a food
bank.
The men’s rugby team
had a successful season
last spring. In their “Beast
of the East” tournament,
the Division III team was
able to compete in the Division I bracket, finishing
second only to Boston
College.
The South Asian Association of Maine (SAAM)
spoke about their holiday
feast celebration, which
was attended by 70 people who brought authentic
dishes to the festival.
Terrence Talbott spoke
about a welcome day for
Communter and Nontradtional Students (CANS).
Commuter and nontraditional students are over
age 25 or transfer students who are veterans. At
UMaine, 60 to 70 percent
of students are commuting
or nontraditional students,
according to Talbot.

Blue Sky Scholarship
recipient reports
Fourth-year
student
Sara Lyons, recipient of
the Blue Sky Scholarship
given out by GSS, gave
a presentation about her
travels to San Ramon,
Costa Rica, which were
funded by the scholarship.
The Sustainable Agriculture major while there
took classes on conservation and biodiversity while
volunteering on farms and
learning to cook and dance
in traditional Costa Rican
style.
“It was just an enlightening experience,” Lyons
said.
Student
Entertainment November show
cancelled
UMaine Student Entertainment had to cancel their Nov. 15 concert,
which fell through for reasons unknown to Patrick
Fortier-Brown, vice president for student entertainment. UMSE plans to
follow through with a few
back-up plans.
Greek Life news

Shane Arnold, of the
Interfraternity
Council
voiced his frustration in
another one of his members quitting.
“Like every other
week we had someone
quit,” he said.
While Arnold is losing
constituents, the greek
community
welcomed
150 women into sororities in the past Bid Week.
GSS elects new positions
GSS elected Matthew
Beauregard as the new
Student
Organizations
Chair.
Bracy was named the
president pro tempore
and both Christian Beauregard and Bobby Begin were named to the
Executive
Budgetary
Committee.
Stewart to run for
school board
In his closing remarks,
Stewart said he will be
running against Mark
Brewer, his advisor, for a
seat on RSU 26’s school
board.
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EDITORIAL

Grove residents, owners need to
exercise personal responsibility
College is a time of life
associated with independence. Students, usually for the first time, live
free from the eagle-eye
of a parent or guardian.
For many, this results in
a very lax attitude, which
emphasizes
corporeal
gratification:
partying,
drinking, etc.
But personal responsibility is endemic to independence. While lifestyle
choices are an individual
prerogative, they cease to
become so when the safety of others is affected.
Last weekend’s Grove
fiasco, which resulted in
the injury of several police officers, represents
exactly the kind of extreme selfish indulgence
students need to avoid.
While officers were responding to a 300-person

gathering at the Grove, a
drunk driver totaled two
parked cars in Orono.
While it’s impossible to
say for certain whether
the damage and inconvenience could have been
prevented if law enforcement weren’t called to
the housing complex, it is
possible.
Fortunately, the driver
stopped of her own volition, but imagine if she
hadn’t: the cost, monetary
and otherwise, could have
been significantly higher.
True, organs of the law
should not act prematurely, identifying likely
sources of criminal action
and neutralizing them before damage occurs, but
once trouble arises, their
primary job is to mitigate
criminal damages. Genuine emergencies, not an-

gry college students who
perceive authority as a
hostile, buzz-killing entity, need to be the priority
of police and fire.
It’s easy to forget that
police and fire are public-

er Orono public cannot
be left open to potential
threat merely because of
the extreme behavior of
a small group, especially when they are exempt
from the tax burden that

It’s easy to forget that police and fire are
publicly funded resources and, like any
governmental body, need to primarily
serve the majority of taxpayers.

ly funded resources and,
like any governmental
body, need to primarily
serve the majority of taxpayers. Obviously, this
does not void the rights of
the minority, but in terms
of public safety, the great-

funds those services.
But students aren’t the
only ones that bear the
burden of responsibility.
Campus Crest, the organization that owns The
Grove, needs to ensure
that their presence ben-

efits rather than detracts
from Orono’s overall atmosphere.
One condition of Campus Crest’s certificate of
occupancy was their funding of the construction of
sidewalks and crosswalk
which would make crossing Park St. safer. They
finally fulfilled this obligation just this week as
the threat of having their
status revoked loomed.
This sort of delayed
reaction
is
inexcusable. Unfortunately, they
are equally sluggish on
matters regarding the
complex’s security and
upkeep. Stories about terrible living conditions are
numerous. And the company, which owns more
than one such complex,
should be able to realize
that student-focused com-

plexes increase certain
eventualities, particularly
large parties. They need
to plan accordingly.
As property taxpayers,
Campus Crest absolutely
has the right to to expect
law enforcement to answer in emergencies. But
the law ought to be a last
resort. What can be handled on-site by employees or contracted security should be.
To reiterate, police
are publicly funded.
The more calls they
have to make, the more
resources they use, the
more money they need
to be allotted. And increased
budgeting
means higher taxes. It’s
hardly fair to expect
Orono residents to fund
the rowdiness of college parties.

Modern commercials a compilation
of sexist stereotypes
Cameron Grover
I could never get sick
of watching Jamie Lee
Curtis talk about her
healthy digestive system, or of John Stamos
pushing Greek yogurt
just as much as his stunning smile and hilariously placed bedroom eyes.
But why is it only women
who eat yogurt? An even
better question is why do
only men buy jewelry?
Anybody can go to Jared.
The
advertisements
that we consume daily through every media
type are a constant bombardment of sexist ideas
and harmful stereotypes.

My instructor for Women’s Studies 101 told
us once we completed
her class, watching TV
would become a painful
experience. Two weeks
in, every commercial
seemed like a Band-Aid
being ripped off over the
course of 30 to 60 seconds. It seems like I can’t
go an hour on “the tube”
without seeing a mother
doing chores while her
husband plays the foolish
caveman who can’t figure
out laundry or a soda that
was designed specifically for men. Almost every
part of modern advertisement frustrates me in one
way or another. However, what throws me completely over the top is
the way that women, and
some men, are portrayed
in advertisements targeted to “normal” people
who are meant to think
far less than they con-

sume.
A
recent
ad
for
Swiffer’s Bissell SteamBoost mop features a
Rosie the Riveter character holding the product.
I may be wrong, but I’m
pretty sure that Rosie was

It seems like I can’t go an hour on ‘the
tube’ without seeing a mother doing
chores while her husband plays the foolish
caveman who can’t figure out laundry or
a soda that was designed specifically for
men.
more focused on the war
effort and standing up
for and inspiring women
all over the country than
deep cleaning her floors. I
am sure that given a mop,
Rosie could have cleaned
any and every floor in
America if she felt like it.
I also feel that if the em-
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Some
commercials
truly deserving of high
praise include one for
Honey
Maid
graham
crackers that went out of
its way to point out many
different types of people
from all walks of life and
love are living “wholesome” lives. Though the

first round of this campaign was met with large
amounts of criticism,
Honey Maid fired back
with a response that was
both smile- and tear-inducing. The strength of
emotion these commercials evoke is incredibly strong. There are the
magnificent ads from U
by Kotex that display a
simple disregard for any
beating around the bush
about the uncomfortably
awkward way that women’s products are marketed, blue liquid and
all. They simply point
out what women everywhere have been thinking
for years. All the fluffy
music and the spinning
around in white dresses
wasn’t and won’t be fooling anybody. Period.
So don’t get me wrong,
there are many ways that
practical values and beliefs that are non-harmful

and socially correct have
made their way into mainstream
advertisements
and media representation
of “real people.” Some
marketing companies and
other advertisers have
been and will hopefully
continue to consistently
please the masses by representing us as we truly
are: capable of cleaning
floors no matter our gender or skin color or sexual preference. Sometimes
I wish Rosie the Riveter
could come to the real
world and help us power
through all the misogyny
and the misrepresentation, but there are more
days where I feel confident that those of us who
watch these mis-targeted commercials with a
wince on our faces are
growing in numbers, and
showing these companies
what “real people” are
willing to put up with.
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America’s misguided
race war
Stu Higgins
Opinion Columnist
Over the past month
we have once again witnessed multiple extrajudicial killings of unarmed
black males at the hands
of
law
enforcement,
something that happens
every 28 hours in the
United States. The incident gathering most attention is the murder of
Mike Brown, an 18-yearold from Ferguson, Miss.
The aftermath of the incident has unfolded as it always does, focusing less
on the facts of the murder
and more on the community’s “violent” reaction.
I have news for the
people who choose to focus on those aspects of
the incident — protests
and riots do not arise
from single incidents.
They come after years of
oppression and state violence, and contrary to
what Fox News wants you
to believe, these incidents
have everything to do
with racism.
Before getting into the
Ferguson shooting, we

must understand the history of police brutality and
targeting of black people.
Poor, inner city people of
color have always faced
systemic oppression in
this country, but this new
type of police targeting
found its origins when
Ronald Reagan expanded
the War on Drugs in 1982.
Crime was in a decline
when the campaign started. Contrary to what politicians wanted people to
believe, this war wasn’t
in response to crime at
all. This war was all about
money, and poor black
people became expendable, and because racism
is rampant throughout the
United States, they quickly became the targets.
As the police began
to target the lower class
and primarily lower class
black people, we also saw
a for-profit prison system
set up. Since the War on
Drugs began, the U.S.
prison population, which
has the highest incarceration rate for non-violent
drug offenses, has exploded to over 2 million prisoners. Black people make

up 13 percent of the US
population, but about 40
percent of the prison population. We also saw police tactics and incentive
change. Police were given
grants from the government for the amount of arrests they made. The more
arrests, the more money
and military equipment
they received. In order
to make more arrests, the
police essentially shredded the Constitution by
using tactics such as noknock raids and stopand-frisk. In most cities
these tactics are used on
black people far more
often than on white people, even though statistics
show both use drugs at
about the same rate. According to the New York
Civil Liberties Union, in
the first half of 2014, 82
percent of people stopped
and frisked in New York
were innocent. Fifty-four
percent of those stopped
were black compared to
just 11 percent white.
One has to wonder:
“How was this allowed
to happen? Why haven’t
people protested this on

a larger scale?” The answers revolve around the
ability of the ruling class
to control the minds of the
masses. From the beginning of the War on Drugs
until now, the media and
popular culture have used
imagery of black people from the cities using
drugs and painted them
as criminals. This was accomplished mostly using
commercials, but even
movies helped push this
line of thinking. Middle
class suburbia viewed inner cities as being riddled
with crime and stood fully
behind police crackdowns
at any cost; the impression had been solidified.
Americans can no longer ignore the racist policies inherent in the War
on Drugs. If this type of
policing is allowed to
continue, then we will
continue to see more
lives lost. As a country,
we need to stop patting
ourselves on the back on
issues involving race.
Much work still needs to
be done, and ending the
War on Drugs is a great
place to start.

Scotland’s independence and
why America should care

Matt Pinkham
In 1707, the kingdoms of
England, Wales and Scotland formed to create the
kingdom of Great Britain.
The “United Kingdom of
Great Britain” went on to
become a world superpower. The British expanded
their union into the largest
empire in human history.
The industrious English
might is the reason their
culture, and by extension
our own, became so prominent. You’re probably wondering, “Why this reminder
from World History 101?”
A referendum is coming
in Scottish Parliament that
may permanently break this
union.
On Thursday, Sept. 18,
2014, Scottish citizens will
be asked a simple refer-

Samuel Keefe

endum question: “Should
Scotland be an independent
country?” The response will
be a simple “yes” or “no.”
If a majority, at least 50 percent of voters, answer yes,
then Scotland will be facing
some degree of devolution
from the U.K. What are
the estimated results? Advanced polls show no clear
winner, so all of the U.K.
waits with bated breath.
Why should we as
Americans care? The U.K.
has been one of the United States’ most crucial allies in foreign affairs since
World War I and has been
integral to our international
investments and a staunch
supporter militarily. Tony
Blair’s New Labour Party
supported the U.S. after the
Sept. 11 attacks and during
our
retaliation
against
Al-Qaeda.
This issue concerns our
closest ally, and every intelligent citizen should be
paying close attention to
the results of the Sept. 18
referendum.
Next question: how did
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this come about? The topic
of Scottish independence,
to any degree, has always
been a topic discussed by
minority or fringe political
groups. It wasn’t until the
decline of the U.K. after
World War II that the issue
came to the political roundtable. The reason for the
resurgence is simple: Scotland’s reason for entering
the the U.K. was increased
economic and political
strength. An end to the British Empire represented an
end to those ideals.
The next question you
should be asking is: “What
will happen if there is a
‘yes’ vote?” This is where
the issue takes flight. The
most consequential end-result would involve Scotland
separating completely from
the United Kingdom and
ultimately joining the European Union (EU.) Technically, Scotland (and the
U.K.) is a member of the
EU, but with various exceptions, the most important
exception is freedom from
the aborted mess known as

the “Euro.”
Whether the drooling
beast called the European Union is watching with
eager anticipation and an
insatiable appetite, I can’t
say. What I can say is that
if Scotland became an independent nation and joined
the EU, they would have to
do so without exceptions,
especially considering they
would no longer have the
British Pound as currency.
For Scotland, this means
joining the ever-deepening
pool of collective debt with
which Europe burdens itself. Not only this, but they
as a nation would become
subservient to the Union’s
laws, regulations and any
future crises. The Scottish
people would ultimately be
trading one master for another, far more inept master.
If the independence movement in Scotland wishes to
abandon the United Kingdom because of its decline
in strength and prominence,
then they must not be paying attention to events
across the English Channel.

Morality of
statism
Katherine Revello
President Obama’s record
on acting within the carefully delineated lines of the
Constitution is abysmal. The
vaunted annals of American
executive leadership is rife
with individuals who stretch
their authority, but it would
be hard to deny that any previous office holders have behaved as unilaterally as the
current president.
And, while his actions are
of a softer style of despotism than Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s, the much
more delicate framework of
legitimate federal power in
America means even slight
power seizures ought to
evoke a much more exigent
alarmism.
The case for anti-statism
actually lies in a perversely
barbaric form of morality,
one that is total anathema to
Western values of liberalism
and lifeblood to the collectivist theories espoused by
Soviet leaders.
The social contract theory recognizes, in a state
of nature, men possess natural rights, but must live
in constant fear as there is
no overarching organ that
has the authority to reign in
man’s transgressions against
his fellow man. This, John
Locke explains in the “Second Treatise on Government,” makes men “willing
to join in society with others,
who are already united, or
have a mind to unite, for the
mutual preservation of their
lives, liberties and estates.”
The reciprocality of
rights — an understanding
that the individual desire to
live in security ought to engender respect for the same
feeling in another — is explained in “The Theory of
Moral Sentiments” by Adam
Smith: “Every faculty in one
man is the measure by which
he judges of the like faculty
in another.”
These dual ideas do not
abrogate the possession of
individual rights in an absolute sense, merely acts as
a sort of sluice-gate, ensuring that the free exercise of
liberty ebbs and flows in an
orderly manner which impedes no man with honest
intentions.
This, however, requires
total neutrality—a govern-

ment that is inhuman in that
it is value-judgment blind.
The introduction of emotionalism into a federal body
is the death knell for protection of the only true minority: the individual.
Power concentrated in the
hands of a central authority,
especially one that has an
egalitarian duty to provide
for corporeal needs—housing, health care, a secure
job—cannot be emotionless. It must provide, which
means it must derive resources from somewhere
and prioritize need, and
since it’s a public entity,
this means taking from one
group in order to provide for
another.
Essentially, government
is cognizant. It functions as
an individual because it has
will, to legislate towards a
purpose, and the means to
take action. It has become a
living being.
Now, like any other sentient creature, it is bound
and compelled by natural
law, the first rule of which
is survival and the second of
which is thriving.
But, there is no redress
of grievances. There is only
power in the executive, legislative and judicial power
concentrated in the hands
of a biased authoritarian
figure whose consciousness—dreams, desires, failings—have been transferred
to government’s organs.
The legal process is now a
sham, a personal tool. The
inevitable end result: rapaciousness, death, suffering
on a mass scale. Stalinism
and Leninism and their evils
are not perversions of some
greater ideological good.
They are the inevitable end
result.
This is not rational
self-interest. This is barbarism, a state of anarchy. But,
it is moral. Property rights
are the true heart of natural
law, and the heart of property is the concept of “I.”
Yet, it is unconscionable
that clumsy, raw ambition
can justifiably run over more
honest and better men whose
only crime is a lack of connections or a limiting set of
moral precepts. The sense
of compassion described
by Smith ought to make
any feeling man’s stomach
churn.
Indignation and sickness,
such as what’s felt when accounts of Stalin’s terrors are
read, are also moral. And
precisely why the horrible
potential of statism cannot
be allowed to gain a foothold
in any truly liberal society.

THUMBS

UP
DOWN

Ginger Being
ale pale
Christian Baling
Bale hay
Whales Snails
Paying On sale
retail
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Across
1. Took a chance
6. Story line
10. Over hill and __
14. Likeness
15. ‘’I dropped it!’’
16. Catch sight of
17. Talkative one, slangily
19. Parakeet’s home
20. Tee preceder
21. Not timid
22. Rubber-stamp refresher
24. Has the flu
25. Sandwich cookie
26. Alerted
29. Office teams
32. Baldwin and Guinness
33. Anatomical pouches
35. Lions and tigers
37. Ark builder
38. School grp.
39. Neighborhood

Crossword

40. Art __ (‘20s style)
41. Psychic reader
42. Dog’s reward
43. High-pitched
45. Square-dance instrument
46. Sweater material
47. Sales agents, briefly
48. Brussels __ (vegetable)
51. Italian currency
52. Meadow mom
55. Rich soil
56. Cooped-up uneasiness
59. Subtle quality
60. Astronaut Shepard
61. Less restrained
62. Small songbird
63. Sunbeams
64. Faxes or e-mails

Word Search: Look up!
AIRPLANE
BIG DIPPER
BIRDS
BLIMP
BLUE SKY
CHIMNEY
SMOKE
CLOUDS
COMET
DRONE
FIREWORKS
spacer GALAXY
HAZE
HELICOPTER
HOT AIR BALLOON
JET EXHAUST
JUPITER
KITE

LIGHTNING
MARS
MERCURY
spacer METEOR SHOWER
MOON
PLANETS
POWER LINES
RAINBOW
SATELLITE
SATURN
SKYDIVER
SKYSCRAPER
SKYWRITING
spacer SMOG
SOLAR
ECLIPSE
STARS
STREET LIGHT

Down
1. Small coin
2. Cookiemaker Wally
3. ‘’Darn it!’’
4. Self-image
5. Domelike hats
6. Places to swim
7. Like a cheering
crowd
8. Make a choice
9. Casual tops
10. Rummy player’s
pack
11. Right now, in memos
12. Sorenstam’s links
org.
13. Looked at
18. Work with clay
23. Teachers’ org.
24. Paula Zahn of CNN,
e.g.
25. Hollywood award
26. Magician’s stick
27. Spiny houseplants
28. Attain

30. Got along
31. Swipe
33. Participate in a bee
34. Had lunch
36. Quench fully
41. Miniature racing
vehicle
42. Advance alerts
44. Debtor’s note
45. Plant with fronds
47. Destroys
48. Cabbage salad
49. Serve coffee
50. Steak preference
51. Internet auction site
52. Not odd
53. Garden nuisance
54. Messes up
57. Pie __ mode
58. Before, in verse

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

XKCD

By Randall Munroe

THE SUN
TREETOP
UNIVERSE
VENUS

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

Sudoku

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one correct answer.

xkcd.com

Nedroid

Difficulty level: Medium

By Anthony Clark

nedroid.com

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

Moonbeard

By Squires

Word Scramble: Movies from the 1990s
The number in parentheses indicates the number of words in the title.

1. CATTINI (1) _________________________

10. SPROMFURTEG (2) _________________

2. VATHREEBAR (1)____________________

11. AJJIMNU (1) _______________________

3. GILRMY (2) _________________________

12. MADCATPHAS (2) __________________

4. CDEHIILLNRSSST (2) ________________

13. WRUNTEMASHOTH (3) _____________

5. DONGAMEWAFO (4) _________________

14. TAXIHEMRT (2) ____________________

6. SAJARPICKURS (2) __________________

15. DEPES (1) __________________________

8. CARTSITES (2) ______________________
9. GILKHITONEN (3) ___________________

1.fudge 2.cookies 3.parfait 4.ice
cream 5.brownie 6.key lime pie
7.torte 8.spumoni 9.tapioca 10.soufflé 11.éclair 12.custard 13.apple crisp
14.ambrosia 15.baked Alaska

7. IMAGORSPATET (2) __________________

word-game-world.com

moonbeard.com
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Progressive rock jam band moe. kicks off fall tour with varied Collins Center for the Arts show on Friday

Aubrie Howard, Staff Photographer

Portraits
from A12

Like all creations, the project began just as an idea last
February between Roberts and
one of his UMaine friends. His
project companion threw in the
towel and Roberts launched
the page by himself on July 7.
“Since I was a little kid,
I’ve always been fascinated by
knowing where people come
from, what they’re going to do
and who they are,” Roberts said.
He grew-up in Hermon,
Maine with his parents and
younger sister, Miranda Roberts. Though a native of Maine,
he has pride in his heritage,
which is predominantly Acadian and Quebecer, as well as
a small percentage of English.
“My
great-grandmother
would rarely speak more than
few words in English and
my grandfather refused to
use English unless completely necessary,” Roberts said.
Roberts has been taking French classes for about
nine years and is now the
only one in his immediate family who speaks it.
He said he enjoys languages because it allows
him to ignore pop culture
— which he believes our society is too often caught up
in — and educate himself on
the roots of other languages.
“We describe everything in
a combination of symbols that
don’t always make the same
sounds and there’s no real
logic to it,” he said. “We just
do it; it’s human nature, and I
guess that just interests me.”
Roberts is now a third-year
student at UMaine studying international affairs with
a concentration in French
and minor in economics.
He has big dreams for his
future. Next year, Roberts
hopes to move to Quebec,
Canada for school. After college he would like to join the
Peace Corp and work in either
Armenia, Bulgaria or Algeria.
Someday he hopes to work
for United Nations because
he believes he can do better
than the current state its in.

Along with philosophy,
he rock climbs, hikes, travels,
writes 20 minutes of creative
writing each night, drinks four
cups of black coffee each morning, rides his 1974 Honda motorcycle, listens to the “Neon
Bible” album by Arcade Fire,
and contemplates quotes by his
favorite author, Kurt Vonnegut.
Roberts admits that he
likes “old things” and others
concur. They often find him
typing on an old-fashion typewriter in the Oaks Room inside the Fogler Library, or as
he likes to call it, “his office.”
As for travel, he has been
to France, Germany, Mexico,
Canada and the Caribbean, and
he has documented his travels
through photography on his
other blog, “Wanderlust.” Most
of the shots are from New
England, especially Acadia
National Park, where he spent
part of his summer hiking every mountain on the island.
“Wanderlust” was originally started as a way for
Roberts to keep a high school
homeroom teacher updated on his life, but since
then it has become a hobby.
Roberts began taking photos in high school when his
girlfriend at the time let him
borrow one of her “nicer” cameras — a Canon T3 Rebel. Now
he uses a Pentax K1000 and a
Sony NEX-5N Alpha. He said
the Sony works best for the Portraits of UMaine photographs.
Some might think an unfamiliar man approaching them
for an interview with a camera
might come as alarming. And
so he said when he approaches
his subjects, “50 percent of the
time, white women say ‘no’;
anyone that’s an international
student always says ‘yes’ because they think it’s cool; men
say ‘yes’ because they don’t
care what they look like, except
older professors who say ‘no’
because they think I’m taking pictures to spy on them.”
Roberts said he chooses
his subjects based on if they
look “nice” and by the level
of self-confidence they display. He said otherwise his
photos don’t turn out well.
Some subjects have com-

Portraits of UMaine on a computer in Fogler Library.

plained that they were misquoted on the blog, which shows
Portrait’s of UMaine and Robert’s inherent use of citizen
journalism—popular in many
blogs and Twitter, although not
held to journalistic standards.
Others have expressed
an immense interest and encouragement toward the Portraits of UMaine page, such
as Lonnie Reynolds, a second-year computer engineer
and acquaintance of Roberts.
“I see so many people on
campus and have no way to
interact with them all, and
it’s good to be able to get a
little bit of insight into their
own lives,” Reynolds said.
Reynolds was asked the
“What’s your story?” question by Roberts in the Oakes
room, but Reynolds didn’t
give the response that was
published on Portraits of
UMaine until later through a
personal Facebook message.
“I think the page is so popular because of the answers people give to his questions,” Roberts said. “The questions are
for the most part basic, but the
answers can become very complex; I think people see that,
and they can relate to one or
more of the posts on the page.”
Roberts chooses to leave his
photos unedited, but he does
monitor the comments that are
posted on the Portraits of UMaine Page by deleting any “mean
comments” that he justifies as
unworthy for the public sphere.
If Roberts follows his goal
of moving to Canada next year,
it’s unpredictable whether or
not someone else will carry
on the Portraits of UMaine
page, even though he hopes
to see it continue. But because
he enjoys it, viewers can expect to see posts throughout
the 2014-2015 school year.
Despite the page’s publicity,
Roberts views photography and
writing purely as a hobby rather
than something career oriented.
“It’s more about growing
my soul, rather than growing
my wallet,” he said. “I’m just
worried that money corrupts,
and I just know if you start to
do something for money —
you lose the pleasure of it.”

Courtesy of Steve Roberts

Samples
from A1

the act for more than one
song. Actually, we already
know that he can, because
“Thru You Too” is actually
a sequel to “Thru-You,” a
similar album he released in
2009. Opening track “Mother of All Funk Chords” is an
engaging funk tune which
features a bunch of brass,
shredding guitar solos and
sound effects from people
playing with strange devices.
What this project exhibits is the peak of creativity
in the internet age. Relative
to the history of music, the
Internet has been available
for a fraction of a second,

Waste

from A12
ring, according to Sturrup.
Auxiliary Services reduced waste students create
through the unlimited dining
meal plans. Students do not
have to swipe for a lunch
or dinner and get so much
food for a meal. Sturrup explained that when the dining
halls switched to unlimited
access, there was a significant decrease in food waste.
“Now we are responsibly
taking what we do generate, and leaving it right here
on campus,” Sturrup said.
Auxiliary Services has
partnered with students who
run a hoop house and grow
their own greens, located
next to the compost site.
They use UMaine’s compost and learn how to do
small scale farming because
of their partnership. Their
vegetables are then bought
by the university and are
served in the dining halls.
“The food has a total
closed loop,” Sturrup said.
“It is bought from the vendor, prepared by UMaine,
and then waste is kept on
campus. Once it is done
composting, it goes back
into the soil, then more food
is generated out of that.”
“It goes from plate to
plant back to plate again,
and that’s a great solution,”
Sturrup said. “We’ve been
doing that for what will be
two years in December.”
Auxiliary Services partners with many groups,
including facilities and
the compost school with
extension services, which
help run the compost recipe. They also work with
the Sustainability Office
to help record and monitor
improvements with their

and musicians are still figuring out ways to use it to their
advantage. Since it made
libraries of information instantly more available, of
course it broadened the possibilities of sampling, but
Kutiman found a particular
portion of online real estate
that has not yet been used for
this purpose so effectively.
Where does Kutiman’s
work fit in the context of
modern sample-based music by prominent figures like
Four Tet and Pretty Lights?
What he does shares similarities and differences with
both. Four Tet records and
uses sounds from anywhere
and more completely removes them from their original context than Kutiman

does. On his most recent album, 2013’s “A Color Map
of the Sun,” Pretty Lights,
real name Derek Vincent
Smith, recorded a live band
performing songs and individual tracks, pressed them
onto vinyl and sampled from
the records, keeping their
context but using source material he produced himself.
Whether what Kutiman
does is better or worse than
what Four Tet, Pretty Lights
or other artists of the like
do is neither here nor there.
The resulting material is an
interesting listen, both because of its backstory and
actual content, and is a great
example of how the internet
has opened up a new world
of possibilities for music.

sustainability efforts. Another area where Auxiliary Services is heavily involved is Zero Waste events.
“Jeff Hunt, director of
Campus Recreation, initiated the formation of a Zero
Waste Committee in the
spring semester of 2014.
This committee includes
representatives from Facilities Management, Auxiliary
Services, Student Affairs,
Campus Recreation and
the Office of Sustainability,” according to Laura
Lommler, community education assistant from the
Green Campus Initiative.
“We expect to begin a
food waste reduction campaign this year, which will
include tabling in the dining facilities and providing
valuable information about
how the campus community can help reduce food
waste,” Lommler said.
Last May, UMaine hosted its first Zero Waste Event
during the Maine Day Barbecue. These events aim to
create as little trash as possible. The menu was designed
to include only finger foods,
so there would not be use of
disposable cutlery, Lommler
said. The food and drinks
were served on compostable
paper plates and cups.
“At this event, almost
3,000 people were served.
The event generated two
pick-up truck loads of compostable material, three
bags of Zero Sort recyclable material, and four standard sized bags of trash,
much of which came from
off-site,” Lommler said.
Lommler said all of the
summer 2014 New Student Orientation BBQ’s
were Zero Waste Events.
The students from the
Green
Campus
Initiative (GCI) worked at all

of UMaine’s Zero Waste
Events to date. GCI staff
members stand next to the
compost and recycling bins
and help people by letting
them know which items go
in which bins, Lommler
said. One of the most recent
Zero Waste events was the
2014 President’s Dinner.
“At the 2014 President’s
Welcome Dinner, approximately 1,800 people were
served. The event generated one pick-up truckload
of compostable material, 1
1/2 bags of Zero Sort recyclable material, and 3 1/2
standard sized bags of trash,
including that which was
generated by the food service area,” Lommler said.
“The response to Zero
Waste Events has been overwhelmingly positive. We
look forward to expanding
our Zero Waste efforts in
the future,” Lommler said.
“As far as future Zero
Waste Events go, anytime
there is food at an event, the
university will be trying to
be mindful of the amount
of waste that could be generated,” Sturrup said, “by
thinking about what it is
served on, how it is transported, or how waste will be
sorted at the end of the day.”
In addition to helping
with Zero Waste Events,
GCI also provides education about Zero Sort Recycling, a program the campus
adopted to help simplify
recycling and increase participation on campus. All
recyclable material goes
into any blue recycling bins
on campus and is taken
to a sorting facility where
it is sorted by machines.
“Sustainability is our primary mission of what we’re
trying to do,” Sturrup said,
echoing the green culture
the campus is cultivating.
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U2

“Songs of Innocence”

“Boyhood”

Island
Derrick Rossignol
Editor in Chief
Since their formation in
1976, U2 has always, like
every band with an ounce
of ambition, strived to be
the best band in the world.
That’s a fine goal, but the issue is that the titleholder is in
permanent flux: the greatest
today may be a footnote tomorrow.
Bono acknowledged this
while accepting the award
for Record of the Year for
“Beautiful Day” at the 2001
Grammys, saying, “The
whole year’s been humbling
— going back to scratch,
re-applying for the job. What
job? The best-band-in-theworld job.”
Although it’s impossible
to know who has the “bestband-in-the-world job” at
any given time, U2 has had
a few stretches where they
were at least in contention,
during their various peaks in
the ’80s, ’90s and ’00s. But
as Bono said, the group has
to keep reapplying for the job
on a regular basis.
Since 2004, it seems they
haven’t thrown their hat back
into the ring, offering only a
weak attempt with the disappointing 2009 album “No
Line on the Horizon.” A few
weeks ago, though, rumors
started brewing about a new
U2 album being mere months
away, which seasoned fans
knew could mean they might
not hear something original
for another couple years.
But U2 pulled a 180: with
no fanfare beyond light-footed rumors and cautious optimism on fan sites, and nearly
six years since “No Line,”
the band gave their new album, “Songs of Innocence,”
to the more than 500 million
iTunes users, not asking for
compensation in return, at
the Sept. 9 Apple keynote
event for the new line of iPhones.
While U2 fans were elated to finally get a positive
surprise from their heroes,
others reacted with indifference. Thousands of “Who
the hell is U2?” tweets were
written, while others were
more frustrated, like Tyler,
The Creator, who tweeted,
“I DID NOT YOU WERE
ON MY PHONE. ITS (sic)
LEGIT LIKE WAKING UP
WITH A PIMPLE OR LIKE
A HERPE (sic) IDK I DID
(sic) KNOW YOU WERE
ON MY PHONE WHAT
THE F---.”
The marketing behind the
album is certainly fascinating, having been compared
to the also-nontraditional
releases of Radiohead’s “In
Rainbows” and Beyoncé’s
self-titled 2013 record, but
behind all the glitz, what remains is 48 minutes of music.
How are these 48 minutes? They’re not bad, and
at times, they’re even kind
of good.

RATING

7
The
cringingly-titled
“The Miracle (of Joey Ramone)” is a decent rock song,
but ultimately mediocre and
not the lead single an aging
band grasping at mainstream
relevance needed. The next
few tracks also fail to wow,
but thankfully, the album’s
middle trio of songs is actually U2 at as high a level as
they’ve been since the early
’00s.
U2 have described “Songs
of Innocence” as a tribute
to the group’s past, and the
album’s best moments are
when those elements are at
their most immediate. “Iris
(Hold Me Close)” is akin
to a watered-down “Joshua
Tree” anthem, but it’s going to sound great on U2’s
next near-billion-dollar tour.
“Volcano,” which would
have been the best choice
for lead single, is a relatively straight-forward rocker in
the spirit of “Vertigo” with a
prominent, propelling bass
line and the album’s best
sing-along chorus.
For all the experimentation U2 promised, it really
only happens on “Sleep Like
a Baby Tonight,” which is as
close to wide-eyed ’90s U2
as the group will ever again
come. The pulsating synth
line, crunchy guitars, return
of Bono falsetto and unmistakable similarity to “If You
Wear That Velvet Dress,” an
obscure cut from U2’s 1997
album “Pop,” are a sign of
hope: maybe there is water
left in their well of creativity.
Maybe it’s still possible
for U2 to be great.
But here’s the problem:
“Songs of Innocence” is at its
best when U2 emulates previous versions of themselves.
Can they make something
good that’s truly new, or just
an update to previously used
aesthetics? If they can’t, it
will be easy for forthcoming
material to come off as dated,
even if it actually is quality.
Regardless of this album’s
context in the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame group’s
near-40-year career and the
big-picture questions it begs,
“Songs of Innocence” has
some stretches that are forced
and some that are wonderful.
The album isn’t a worthy application for the “best-bandin-the-world job,” but it’s at
least an interesting new part
of the tenured group’s story.
Or, as Tyler, The Creator eloquently put it: “WOW ITS
(sic) KINDA SICK THAT
THEY ARE ON PEOPLES
(sic) PHONE OUT OF NO
WHERE……HMMM….I
KINDA LIKE THE IDEA
KINDA……F--- BONO.”

“Destiny”
[Part I]

Univeral Pictures
John Logan
Contributor
If anything can be said
about Richard Linklater’s
new film “Boyhood,” it’s
that it is unlike any other
film of its kind, a coming-of-age tale filmed
with the same actors over
the course of 12 years.
The cast and crew would
film a new piece of the
film over the course of
a few weeks annually.
“Boyhood” stars Ellar
Coltrane, Patricia Arquette, Ethan Hawke and
Lorelei Linklater. The
film follows Mason Evans, played by Coltrane,
throughout 12 years of
his life, starting when he
is 5 years old and ending
when he is a freshman in
college. We follow Mason as he grows up, lives
his life and quite literally
everything in between.
The magnificent film
took something a large
portion of people may
not find interesting — an
ordinary boy’s life —
and made it into something unlike any other
film you’ve seen. This
is a film that rests solely on the central performances and the script.
Thankfully, we’re treated
to a beautifully realistic and humane drama.
Coltrane is good, surprisingly so when he is
very young. Child actors
can be dreadful, but in
this case, his performance
was very heartfelt and
realized. His acting only
got better and more realistic as the film went on.
The stand-out performance in the film, however, is Hawke’s role
as Mason’s father. He
is so authentic in this
film, you never question if he a real person.
His performance sunk
his character deep into
the film so much that
he was unrecognizable.
Patricia
Arquette
plays Mason’s mother and also does a fine
job. Her character goes
through a lot of dramatic situations throughout
the film. You can see Arquette’s dedication to the
role as she too gets older.
The highest merit in
this film is the atmosphere and the feeling while watching it.
There’s such an amazing realism in Linklater’s direction. Many of
the scenes are very intimate, almost as if we
are really looking into a
normal person’s life. It
doesn’t glorify one singular aspect of Mason’s
life, like a lot of films do
with their central characters. It simply touches
on what feels like hundreds of different things
that are happening to him
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each year, which, honestly, felt scary and real.
It’s hard to tell what
stems from improvisational conversations or
Linklater’s script during
much of the film. The
still-handed and confident cinematography also
helped set the pragmatic
and warm tone to the film.
For a film that is 165
minutes, it moves along
pretty quickly as viewers
literally watch Mason, an
easy-to-relate-to
character, grow up. Whether
it be “I had that” or “I
remember this song” or
“That is so true,” Linklater’s ability to capture things that not many
movies have the proficiency to touch upon was
extremely impressive —
things that technically
didn’t happen, but were
real to the viewer. The
includement of “Dragonball Z” alone made a
now-20-something’s inner child burst into tears.
A film of this magnitude doesn’t go without a
few minor problems, unfortunately. The biggest
problem with the film
was the awkward editing.
Linklater stated that he
would write the segment
of the script before he
filmed the piece he was
making every year. This
means that instead of
writing a full script, he
wrote pieces of a script,
sometimes the night before shooting a scene.
Viewers could definitely feel the weaker pieces of the film.
At the same time,
however, much credit should be given.
Most films are filmed
in less than a year, but
here, we have pieces of
film that span over 12
years that mostly go together beautifully. Another problem was some
of the acting. It was, to
say the least, horrendous. There is a scene
involving Mason hanging out with a bunch of
older boys about halfway
through the film that was
absolutely
laughable.
In a grand film such as
this, however, the slight
flaws feel unimportant
when you look at the
film as a whole and see
how much greatness is
actually in tact here.
“Boyhood” was a bewildering experience. It
was a skillfully made,
realistic and prodigious
look on a human life.

Bungie
Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
Editor’s note: “Destiny” is a complex game
that warrants an in-depth
look. The review of this
game will be covered in
three issues. This article
will focus on the game’s
presentation, part 2 the
game’s single player aspect and part 3 the multiplayer aspect. The score
for this review reflects
only the aspects covered
in this article.
“Destiny” has been
everywhere since it was
presented at length at the
Electronic Entertainment
Expo, or E3, this summer. It seems there have
been countless trailers,
screenshots, informational videos and press talk
about the game, leading
one to assume publisher
Activision thinks it could
be the next “big thing.”
Developer
Bungie,
known for its “Halo”
franchise, has undoubtedly earned its fame;
“Halo” was praised for
its rich science-fiction
setting, characteristically smooth gameplay, and
addictive
multiplayer.
Now, with the release of
“Destiny,” has Bungie
created another hit?
With $500 million
in development costs
throughout six years of
work, “Destiny” surely has a lot riding on its
success.
The first thing players
will notice about “Destiny” is how smooth and
slick its user interface
(UI) is. Instead of utilizing a normal menu
approach, players use
the right analog stick to
hover over items, such as
weapon characteristics or
player abilities. Players
can easily check their inventory, upgrade a power
or view their party, even
in mid-game. The result
is a clean user interface,
with practically no clutter or confusion.
The design is intuitive,
perfectly aligned with the
game’s futuristic sci-fi
setting. Its clean UI extends outside the player
screen as well — players
can opt to play the game’s
multiplayer
modes
through the game’s map,
instead of backing out of
the campaign and slogging through menus.
Overall, the design is extremely welcoming and
atmospheric.
Like “Halo,” Bungie
has dedicated a substantial amount of time creating a fully realized world
players can experience.
This interactivity comes
in many forms, from extremely detailed equipment models, to a vast
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information repository of
in-game information, to
wonderfully designed environments and an elaborate character creation
process.
Exploring the game’s
hub, The Tower, promises to be a memorable
sight, while eagle-eyed
players can appreciate
the subtle wear-and-tear
and accessories on their
favorite weapons. The
game’s “Grimoire,” a codex that stores information on encountered enemies, locations, and the
like, will surely satisfy
hardcore fans who want
to learn more about the
world of “Destiny.”
Not everything about
“Destiny” is as immaculate as its user interface
and universe, though.
Graphically, one can
tell the game has been
in development for six
years. Compared to current cross-generation titles such as “Battlefield
4” or “Assassins 4,”
which are available on
both Xbox One and Xbox
360, “Destiny” doesn’t
quite feature the same
graphical excellence.
While animation overall is good, and high-resolution textures make
equipment shine with
detail, the game’s long
distance
environment
textures can be distractingly rough. When players can observe far-away
activity from The Tower,
textures are low-res, an
acute difference compared to equipment and
character models. While
this graphical drawback
is understandable due to
the game’s abnormally
long development time
and vast scope, it is unfortunate the presentation of “Destiny” is held
back by this fault.
Overall,
“Destiny”
makes an excellent first
impression despite some
graphical
drawbacks.
The game’s user interface is new and exciting,
while the universe Bungie has created begs to be
explored.
What
makes
the
game’s presentation even
more impressive is that
the game’s servers are
rock-solid, with virtually no lag experienced, a
highly impressive feat
considering the game’s
online-only nature and
the sheer number of people playing simultaneously.
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John Larsen
Age:
24

Major:
Math and Physics

Hometown:
Oxford, Maine
John Larsen

Danielle Walczak, Culture Editor

Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
ORONO — In high
school, John Larsen was a
drug dealer. It was marijuana, but a drug dealer nonetheless. He has been clean
for three and a half years
and that’s good, but it isn’t
the tall and thin 24-yearold’s change in habits that
has him inspired — it’s a
change in philosophy.
“I just kinda want to help
the world. I like diversity of
experiences, so I guess you
could say it’s open mindedness in a way.”
Through a mangled head
of dark hair and glasses,
Larsen can speak on just
about anything. His opinions are open ended and he
has no particular favorites.
He wouldn’t want to
omit any one food, place or
type of music.
He improvises on guitar
and keyboard, and if you
want someone to talk to,
he’d probably listen.
When Larsen got expelled from high school for
dealing, he had to go cold
turkey for tests. He slowly began to realize that his
body felt healthier off pot.
Even more so, his brain
functioning
increased.
Math and physics concepts
became clearer, and he
could philosophize in ways
he never could before.
“Math and physics to
me, studying those in large
part, is learning how to
think and stuff,” Larsen
said.

“It’s all philosophical
to me. If [math and physics] weren’t philosophical I
don’t really know what the
point would be in it. If it
wasn’t practical either.”
Larsen wants to “do
good things” and that will
probably involve his work
within his major at UMaine.
He sees life in math and
physics, and those same
equations in life. His formula for happiness is a formula, literally, a calculus
integral.
“It’s a working definition,” he said. “The most
precise I’ve gotten is to
maximize an integral —
happiness/healthiness because I equivalate the two.
So happiness over time,
for example, being happy
right now might be part of
a process where I learn to
be happier later or something.”
Larsen participates in
Maine Peace Action Committee discussion group.
Here, he can work through
his ideas.
“I see a lot of problems
in the world. There are a
lot of social issues, a lot
of psychological issues,
which come out of the social issues,” Larsen said. “I
think my way of life is kind
of to see the whole world
as my family and develop
it kind of objective. I don’t
know if that’s the right —
may be detached from the
ego, but not necessarily
neglecting the ego kind of
perspective where basical-

ly you realize what’s best
for you is what’s best for
everything and what’s best
for everything is what’s
best for you.”
Larsen’s new philosophy hasn’t always come
easy, challenges in school
or
relationships
have
pushed him to delve deeper
into who he is, why he does
what he does and how he
communicates.
It is times like when he
travelled to New Orleans to
work with the Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship (ICF)
that his philosophies felt
right, he felt happy. He was
able to engage with people
while painting houses all
day without the stress of
school.
Larsen attends ICF
meetings, but he’s not a
Christian.
“Being considerate of
everything is kind of like
devoting your life to God
in a way. You don’t have to
be a Christian to read between the lines and see the
commonality in the general
way of looking at things,”
Larsen said.
Before answering most
questions Larsen pauses,
even questions like “what’s
your favorite type of food”
take serious contemplation.
Larsen
doesn’t
go
through a day without addressing purpose and place.
A day also doesn’t pass
without laughter with his
roommates as well.
Through this it’s clear
that John Larsen is genuine, and that is enough.

Film goes under the sea
with marine biologist
COLUMN
Documentary Theater
Chase Brunton
Continuing last week’s
theme of ocean conservation,
this week I’ll be looking at the
Netflix original documentary
“Mission Blue,” which focuses on the life of Sylvia Earle,
an oceanographer, marine biologist, and a huge name in
ocean conservation.
The film was directed by
Fisher Stevens, producer of
2009’s “The Cove,” and Robert Nixon, director of several
science and nature documentaries.
“I love being a part of
their world,” Earle tells us in
the film’s beautiful first five
minutes, while diving with a
group of no less than 40 whale
sharks off the Gulf of Mexico.
“They’re completely innocent
of anything humans do.”
Sylvia, who has been
called the “Joan of Arc” of the
oceans, has done a lot in her 79
years of life.
Beginning as an eager underwater explorer and botanist,
she was involved in countless
scientific research and underwater exploration projects,
and became the first female
chief scientist of the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA),
where she was deemed too
straightforward and too radical for the job. Now as a citizen, her main goal is climate
change education and outreach.
I didn’t know much about
Sylvia Earle as I went into this
documentary, so the whole
piece was very informative for

Getting ahead of study
abroad paperwork
Insights and Essentials
Jocelyn Nerney
One of the hardest, but
most essential parts of the
study abroad process, I
have learned through the
past few years, is making sure you are organized
throughout your planning.
It is easy to get overwhelmed in the process,
between deciding where
to go, which program to
study abroad with, the application process, and all
the paperwork with applying and getting accepting
into a study abroad program.
There are a lot of steps to
go through, and students
must realize that they have
to keep things in order for
the process to go smoothly.
Organization may come
easy for some people, but
for others, it is a lot of hard
work. One way that helped
me keep track of paperwork,
applications, and other to-do
items was keeping track of
deadlines. You do not want to
have one paper missing and
then not be able to go study
abroad because of a single
form that did not get filled out.
Write out deadlines in
your planner, your calendar, or whatever works
best for you in order to
stay on top of things.
Another trick that helps
with the study abroad process
is getting information early
and sending in your forms

early. Even though I knew I
would not be able to study
abroad for another two years,
I went to the study abroad
fairs as a freshman because
I knew that studying abroad
takes a lot of planning. I needed time to figure out what
country, program and location was the best fit for me.
Figuring out the main
components of where you
want to go and why will not
happen overnight. It takes
hours of thinking, researching and planning over the
course of months. You need
time to plan out what you
want to get out of your experience, and where you think
the best place is in order to
fulfill your hopes and desires. The more time you give
yourself to figure out what
you want, the better prepared
you will be going forward
in the study abroad process.
For me, I applied to my
study abroad program early
so I could get the University and Academic Programs
International (API) application work out of the way.
The application deadline to
get accepted into the API
spring semester Seville,
Spain program I am enrolled
in is not until Oct. 15, but I
have already been accepted
because I sent in my paperwork as soon as possible.
I knew if I did not apply
early, I would have had lots
of papers and work to worry about right when this semester began. I did not want

extra worries on top of my
schoolwork and extracurricular activity load. That does
not mean, however, that I am
completely worry-free for
this semester. There are many
facets of studying abroad
that must be understood and
completed, and I am still
in the process of making
sure all my plans work out.
Planning out what you
want, what programs will
work best for you, and applying sooner rather than
later, are the best ways
to get through the process, and avoiding overwhelming yourself with
last-minute
decisions
and extra work to finish.
If you ever get stuck or
need help along the process, the staff at the Office
of International Programs
in Estabrooke Hall is always available in person
or via FirstClass. There are
a lot of students who have
already studied abroad who
are more than happy to answer questions about specific programs, countries
or majors going abroad. If
anyone has any questions
about Seville, or being a
mass communication student studying abroad, you
are welcome to email me
through FirstClass. Remember, you can study
abroad, you just have to be
willing to put forth the time
and effort to research, ask
questions and be thorough
in completing your work.

me, at least about her life.
In addition to showing us
Earle’s life, the film lists off
some of the biggest threats
to the deep blue, offering us
glimpses of the damage humans have caused. Some of
the film’s most effective moments are when it shows us
what we have done, and what
we are doing, to our oceans.
Now, here’s where I have
to be critical. As a whole, the
film does two things: talk
about Earle’s life, and educate us on what we are doing
to the ocean. Unfortunately,
the distribution is far from
equal. In its hour and a half,
we learn a lot who Earle is,
and what she’s done, and little
about what we can do to save
the ocean. I came here to learn
about the sea and what I can
do to save it, not learn about
Earle’s different husbands.
Furthermore, why is James
Cameron here? Is it because
he’s a famous guy and the director knows him? It could be
because he holds the record for
deepest dive in a submersible,
but still, his presence seems a
little unnecessary.
Additionally, I doubt this
film will convert any non-believers. It spends too much
time focusing on Earle’s life
and paying tribute to her many
accomplishments for that. Further, it’s extremely emotional, to the point of eye rolling.
Peculiar, because some of
the film’s best moments are
very emotional, but the film’s
overuse of sappy presentation
stuffs the viewer. There’s only
so much I can take of hearing
Earle’s voice over a backdrop
of sappy music.

Maybe I’m being too harsh.
There has, after all, been a lot
of positive response to the film.
But as good as the documentary’s intentions are, I found it
to be bogged down, both by
the overly dramatic presentation style, the abundance of
unnecessary information, and
the cheesy fan boy nature of
director Stevens, who likes to
chime in whenever he can.
Despite the frustrations I
have about this film, I do like
its message. Earle wants to
establish a “global network of
marine protected areas to save
and restore the ocean.” And her
message is important for us. If
we want to save our ocean, and
thus save ourselves, we need
to change. We need to do what
we can to influence the public
to designate more marine protected areas. But couldn’t we
have done with more activism
and education, and a little less
vanity? Perhaps the film would
have worked better as a forty-minute special.
“Mission Blue” is great
when it focuses on the issues
themselves. When it shows
us overfishing, when it shows
us the effects of oil disasters,
when it shows the brutality of
shark “finning.” And for these
harrowing moments, Earle’s
language is captivating.
But if you ask me, you’d
be better off just watching her
TED Talk.She makes all of
the same points in less than 20
minutes, without all of the extraneous stuff thrown in.
To learn more about “Mission Blue” and how you can
get involved in saving our
ocean, please visit missionblue.
org.

YouTube-based album a
new creative concept
COLUMN
How I Hear It
Derrick Rossignol

COLUMN
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Sampling has long been
a staple of the music industry, whether it’s the
borrowing of instrumental
elements from old soul and
funk records for ’80s rap
songs or the backlash from
the original performers of
the cannibalized songs who
didn’t give consent for their
work to be used that way.
Whatever the case, sampling is widely employed
and sometimes misunderstood. The latest project of
Israeli musician and producer Kutiman, though,
is more cut and dry—or
rather, cut and paste.
On Sept. 12, he upload-

ed a video onto YouTube of
a song called “Give It Up.”
What sets the track apart is
that every sound in it comes
from a YouTube video of an
amateur musician playing
a single instrument. When
edited together by Kutiman,
it works like a remote recording session, except the
performers were unaware of
their inclusion in the project
when recording and uploading their original videos.
What’s most amazing
about “Give It Up” is that
despite being a YouTube-derived Franken-song, the
track is confident, cohesive
and of solid audio quality,
thanks to skilled and slick
production by Kutiman.
The rhythmic song has a
foundation built on vocals

Patrick stands with the supporters of his project.

Park

from A12
incomes or food insecurity.
“We would like this
project to be the foundation on which a system of
thriving edible landscapes
and
community-centric

by an amateur singer, piano played by a 6-year-old
girl, drums from a tutorial
video, and a host of other
instruments from disparate
sources. Without the visuals highlighting the variety of sources from which
the instrumental stems
came, it would be easy to
believe the track was recorded by a real band.
The song is part of an
album called “Thru You
Too,” which will be released on Oct. 1, according
to its website, which describes the project as, “A
music album composed of
unrelated YouTube videos.”
It will be interesting to
see if Kutiman can keep up
See Samples on A9
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parks are built now and in
the future,” Patrick said.
In under a year Patrick’s
project has gone from an
idea to the apple trees now
growing at Manna Ministries.
Patrick hopes the planting can act as “a catalyst to propel the project
through the winter months.”

“Its been great making it
real, to take things from the
back of my mind and turn them
into physical things is an accomplishment,” Patrick said.
Those wanting to get involved can email bangoredibleparkcollective@gmail.
com. There will be a series of
planning meetings this winter.
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A YouTube-based
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Paolo Nutini, Caustic Love
Engineers, Always Returning
This Will Destroy You, Another Language
The Skeleton Twins (in theaters)
Bird People (in theaters)
The Drop (in theaters)
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Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 12
Sept. 12
Sept. 12
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U2, “Songs of Innocence”
“Boyhood”
“Destiny” [Part I]
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Edible park for Bangor’s hungry
UMaine student’s edible park will help feed local community through native plants

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, Sept. 15
Dakaboom Comedy
Duo
Hauck Auditorium
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 16
Lecture: Where are
the women in violent
conflicts? Finding out
will make us smarter
Minsky Recital Hall
6 to 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17

Patrick (in red) looks on as his son and a friend help prepare the ground for an apple tree.

Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
BANGOR — What started as an innovation engineering project at UMaine took
root Friday as David Patrick,
29, planted the first apple
tree of Bangor’s Edible Park.
In a ceremonial tree-planting ceremony at Manna
Ministries on 629 Main
St. in Bangor, Patrick, a
UMaine student, spoke
to a group of friends, enthusiasts
and
mentors.
“You’re here for a much
deeper reason,” Patrick said
to the crowd gathered at the
event. “You’re here in unity,
because each of us is passionate about our community. There’s something in
our spirit that doesn’t allow

us to look the other way.”
Edible parks are a new
movement in sustainable agriculture to both address food
production and hunger issues
in their given communities.
Edible parks, as implied,
occupy green spaces with
native plants that can be consumed, such as fruit trees,
herbs and nuts. A key component of Patrick’s park and
many other edible parks is
that they are open for the public. Anyone in the given community can help in the park
and benefit from its bounty.
The land, now occupied
by Manna Ministries and
given to Patrick for use,
was once a farm, which
was open to the community.
“It was the original
homeless shelter for central

Maine,” according to Trudy Scee, a Bangor historian
at the event. “People would
call from all over. It was a
showcase for trees and flowers. It was simply beautiful.”
Manna Ministries is a
soup kitchen, food pantry
and support center for homeless, hungry or struggling
people in the greater Bangor area and central Maine.
Bill Ray, director at
Manna Ministries, is happy to see the land go
back to what it once was.
“People at the bottom of
the barrel are struggling more
than they ever have before.
We need hope, food is hope.
Food is the first step in giving
someone a better life,” he said.
Ray said he willingly handed over the land to

Behind the camera:
Portraits of UMaine

Danielle Walczak, Culture Editor

Patrick for the edible park.
“Its been 21 years we’ve
been trying to get this done.
Summer time is the time
we need food,” Ray said.
“I’m very impatient when
it comes to feeding people in this community.”
Although on Friday, only
two apple trees were planted in the grassy space Patrick has developed a blueprint for his edible park.
After working with Margo
Lukens, an English and innovation engineering professor
at UMaine, they developed an
action plan using the tools at
UMaine’s Innovation Center.
How do you get water to
come out? How does it go
from being a neglected empty
space to a space people care
about without it being ne-

Maddi Shaw
Contributor
ORONO — Lately, your
Facebook news feed may very
well have been blowing up with
posts from “Portraits of UMaine” — a photo blog created
by University of Maine undergrad, Steve Roberts. The page
has reached more than 900
“likes” in the past two months.
It is a tribute to people who
have some connection with the
University of Maine, predom-

inately current undergrads. It
features a collection of portraits
of people with an attached
quote or short story from the
subject. Most shots were captured on campus, while some
were taken of students in Canada as well as one of the Fogler
therapy dog. Roberts typically
asks the following prompt questions to his subjects: “What’s
your story? What makes you
happy? Why UMaine? If you
had to give one piece of advice to the incoming fresh-

Maddi Shaw, Contributor

man class what would it be?”
If you’ve seen Humans of
New York (HONY) or Portraits
of Boston (POB), then you
probably can grasp what the
composition looks like. However, Roberts said his photos
don’t develop as nicely as those
on the HONY or POB, and that
while their blog has their life
and money invested into, his
is “an unprofessional experience by a college student.”
See Portraits on A9

See Park on A11

UMaine’s quiet
approach to
reducing waste
Jocelyn Nerney
Staff Writer

A portrait of “Portraits of UMaine” creator Steve Roberts.

glected by vandalism? How
do you get produce to people
who live here? These are some
of the questions Lukens said
she worked with Patrick on.
“David’s
vision
expands this to inviting anyone in the city,” she said.
The apple trees, provided by Sprague’s nursery
were planted by each attendee as shovels were passed
around and dirt was spread
over the tree’s young roots.
The park, according to
Patrick’s plan, will benefit
at-risk members of Bangor’s community, elderly
and disabled communities,
individual families with limited access to fertile land
and people who have low

ORONO — UMaine has
been named one of the top
green universities across
the country, but many may
not realize how much effort is involved to keep up
UMaine’s
sustainability.
One aspect of UMaine’s
sustainability is their composting system. Five days a
week, compost is collected
from the production kitchens at York, Wells and Hilltop. Then, it is brought to the
compost site and mixed with
waste from Witter Farm and
wood chips from the Forestry Department, according to
Dan Sturrup, executive director of Auxiliary Services.
“The
compost
goes
through a vessel that automatically stirs everything
up and moves it, about 2021 days, through the 40-foot
vessel,” Sturrup said. “The
compost is too warm and rich

to put on the ground immediately after being in vessel.
It must be cured on a pad for
another 30-60 days, depending on the compost mix, in
order for grounds to use it.
“All of our compost has
been given to grounds at this
point, so they can use it and
amend our soils, lawns and
garden areas,” Sturrup said.
“All of the food composting takes place on campus.
There is a computerized
ordering system in place
that measures, based upon
the projections of meals
served, so Dining can order and prepare just the
right amount of food. This
creates less compost to begin with,” Sturrup said.
The majority of the compost is usually part of the
production, for example,
the ends of cucumbers or
the peelings of apples. The
compost is naturally occurSee Waste on A9

Lecture: Why Americans should care:
Scottish independence and the implications for U.S.
foreign policy
Bangor Room
12 to 1 p.m.
Kickin’ Flicks:
Godzilla
CCA
9 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 18
Lecture: My life as a
Nazi Hunter
Bangor Room
12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Dan Barrett and Pianist Laura Artesani
Faculty Recital
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 19
The Common
Ground Fair
Unity, Maine
Through Sunday
Lecture: Potential
effects of climate
change on stream
organisms
Murray Hall
3 to 4 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20
BangPop Comic Con
Cross Insurance
Center
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Through Sunday
Big Bad Voodoo
Daddy
CCA
8 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 21
Autumn Equinox
Paddle
Hirundo Wildlife
Refuge
2 to 4 p.m.

Sports
CROSS COUNTRY
Stocker, Moser lead charge
Men’s cross country
finishes third at UMass
Invitational meet
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UMAINE RESULTS

9/12 Soccer vs. North Dakota St.
9/13 Field Hockey at Harvard
Football at Bryant
Women’s Cross Country @ UMass
Men’s Cross Country @ UMass
9/14 Field Hockey at Hofstra

Win
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss

1-0
2-1
13-10
8th
3rd
2-1

COLUMN

The Ray Rice fallout

What the NFL can do to
salvage their reputation in
wake of the Ray Rice fiasco

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B5
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Dube-Trempe lifts soccer to home win
Michael Schuman
Contributor
The University of Maine
women’s soccer team won
its first game since Aug. 22
by beating the North Dakota State University (NDSU)
Bisons 1-0 on Friday. Maine
improves to 2-5-0, while
North Dakota falls to 4-2-0
on the season.
The Bisons came into the
contest after suffering their
first loss of the season to
Iowa State University. The
Black Bears were reeling
after their fifth straight loss
and were battling injuries to
several key players.
The first half was a stalemate, with neither team able
to break the deadlock. Maine
was the closest to scoring in
the 16th minute when two
shots from inside the 18yard box were blocked by
Bison defenders. NDSU also
came close to scoring when
a shot from 20 yards out
floated over the Maine crossbar in the 24th minute. Both
UMaine and NDSU ended
the first half with six shots
on goal.
Both Coach Atherley and
the players came out with a
different mindset for the second half.
“We talked about our
mentality in the locker
room,” Atherley said. “And
the idea is that we have to
play with certain standards
physically if we expect
to have outcomes that we

Senior Camille Varin-Tremblay chases after a pass

want.”
Maine upped their physicality, and it paid off. UMaine began the second half
with a lot of energy, and the
offensive chances began to
develop. The Black Bears
had several scoring chances
early in the second half as
crosses found their way into
the 18-yard box.
“The players recognized
we needed to pick it up
physically all over the field,”

Atherley said. “I think it
gave us a lot of momentum.”
That momentum led to the
best scoring chance that the
Black Bears had all game,
which came in the 69th minute. First-year forward Marie-Pier Gougeon received a
cross, but was unable to put
it past Bison keeper Sierra
Bonham, who made the diving save on the goal line.
Maine broke through just
minutes later when a cross

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

from fourth-year forward
Jordan Pellerin found Gougeon, who was crashing
the net. Gougeon volleyed
the ball into the net to give
Maine the lead. For Gougeon, it was her first goal of
the season and her first as a
Black Bear.
“Jordan [Pellerin] had a
very good ball for me and
I just had to place it in the
goal,” said Gougeon on her
goal in the 78th minute.

Gougeon also commented
on her team’s performance
in the second half, saying,
“We gave all that we had and
put in a good effort today.”
Part of that effort came
from second-year keeper
Claudia Dube-Trempe, who
had recently returned from
injury. She recorded her second win, and second shutout of the season. She made
three saves versus NDSU on
Friday. She is now 2-1-0 on

the year for UMaine.
As players return from injury, like Dube-Trempe, the
Maine lineup will become
more effective. Players like
Pellerin can move back to
their native positions, which
proved to be the difference
in Friday’s game.
“We have a couple of other players who are starting
See Soccer on B4

Field Hockey drops two on road Late rally lifts Bryant
past UMaine football
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor

UMaine played well but had trouble scoring in their two games last weekend

Adam Robinson
Contributor
The
University
of
Maine field hockey team
came up just a goal short
again on both Saturday
and Sunday as the Black
Bears suffered 2-1 losses
to Harvard University and
Hofstra University. Sunday marked a frustrating
five one-goal losses in
a row for UMaine. The
Black Bears fell to 1-5
as their losing streak extends to five games.
The Black Bears come
home next weekend for
their home opener against
the University of Bryant
Saturday, Sept. 20 at 2
p.m.
UMaine falls to Crimson in close contest
The
Black
Bears’
sticks came alive Saturday as they outshot the
Crimson 18-7, with 10 of
their 18 shots on target.
Second-year goaltender

Emma Cochran slipped
to 0-2 on the day, turning aside one of the three
shots she was tasked with.
Harvard’s win was
their first game against
the Black Bears in history, having gone 0-5 in
games against UMaine.
The Crimson improve to
a perfect 4-0 on the year.
Harvard scored first at
the tail end of the first
half as first-year midfielder Hannah Wellington scored a one-timer
from first-year forward
Ellie Cookson to give the
Crimson the 1-0 advantage at halftime.
UMaine
second-year
Danielle Aviani netted
her third goal of the year
past third-year goaltender Issy Davies at the beginning of the second half
to give the Black Bears
life after a dismal first
half.
The Crimson did not
let the tie last for long,

as sophomore forward
Marissa Balezza scored
just two minutes later
by crashing the net after
getting the ball at the top
of the circle to score the
go-ahead goal. Davies secured four saves from the
UMaine attack and sealed
the win.
Harvard will be back
in action when they host
Yale University Saturday,
Sept. 20 at 1 p.m.
Black Bears blanked by
Pride
The Black Bears got out
to a quick start on Sunday
when Aviani scored in the
10th minute to take the
quick 1-0 lead, her second
goal in as many games
and her fourth of the season. Her 3-yard rebound
strike put her in the team
lead in points with nine.
The Pride answered
back in the 29th minute
as second-year forward
Claudia
Marin-Samper
shot and scored off a pass
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from fourth-year forward
Jonel Boileau to tie things
at one goal apiece.
The Black Bears outshot the Pride 13-12
and even had three more
on target than Hofstra,
though they failed to convert as many times as they
needed.
Marin-Samper and Boileau went back to work in
the 48th minute, but this
time it was Marin-Samper
that fed Boileau for the
go-ahead score. The goal
was
Marin-Samper’s
12th point of the season
and Boileau’s 12th, good
enough for best and second-best on the team, respectively.
Redshirt freshman Emily Corbett got the start
in net for the Black Bears
and made four saves on
six chances for the loss.
The Pride will travel to
the University of Massachusetts at Lowell Sept.
19 at 3 p.m.

The No. 20 University
of Maine was able to stave
off a near loss with several late defensive stands
against Norfolk State in
their opening game but
were unable to do the same
Saturday as they fell to
Bryant University 13-10.
The Black Bears fell
to 1-1 with the loss while
Bryant improved their record to 3-0 with the victory.
The Black Bears led for
much of the game, taking
a 3-0 lead with 3:36 left in
the first quarter when junior kicker Sean Decloux
connected on a 24-yard
field goal. Bryant responded late in the first quarter
with a 27-yard field goal
from senior kicker Tom
Alberti to knot things up
at 3-3.
The UMaine “Black
Hole” defense was successful at stopping the run
Saturday, allowing just
29 yards on the ground to
the Bulldogs. Second-year
linebacker Christophe Mulumba Tshimanga led the
way with 13 tackles.
Sophomore quarterback
Dan Collins and freshman
tailback Nigel Beckford
showed some explosiveness in the beginning of
the second quarter, driving 69 yards for a UMaine
touchdown. Collins began the drive with an 11yard pass to fourth-year
wideout Damarr Aultman
before Beckford ripped

off back-to-back runs of
27 and 11 yards to keep
the Bulldogs defense on
their heels. Collins later
finished the drive with a
5-yard pass to fourth-year
fullback Carlton Charles,
giving the Black Bears a
10-3 advantage.
Aultman caught four
passes as the Black Bears’
go-to wide receiver, gaining 63 yards with a long of
41.
The Bulldogs responded with an eight-minute
drive during which second-year quarterback, Dalton Easton converted on
two fourth-down passes to
set up another Alberti field
goal, bringing the score to
10-6. Easton finished the
game 26-43 with 301 yards
passing and a touchdown.
Scoring resumed on
the Bulldogs’ eventual
game-winning drive. The
drive began with just over
three minutes left to play
with an Easton pass 41
yards to third-year wide
receiver Chad Ward, bringing them to the UMaine 33yard line. Easton completed another pass to redshirt
junior running back Ricardo McCray for 19 yards
and another to Ward for
the go-ahead touchdown.
Ward led all receivers in
the contest with 123 yards
and a score while McCray
also had a big game, hauling in seven passes for 77
yards.
The Black Bears looked
for a last-ditch drive when
See Football on B4
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Applegate helps steady UMaine soccer
Michael Schuman
Contributor
UMaine women’s soccer goalkeeper Elise Applegate went into the 2014
season without soccer on
her schedule. The fifthyear senior from Lewiston-Auburn had left the
team at the end of last
semester due to financial
strain, but an email from
Head Coach Scott Atherley
changed her plans for her
final semester at UMaine.
“It was either protect
my future or continue to
do what I love and, unfortunately, I was incapable
of doing both,” Applegate
said.
She began the semester
as a spectator, adapting to
a routine without constant
practices, workouts and
games. She even took in
a game from the sidelines
for the first time. But then
things took a turn, as injuries to the two starting
goaltenders opened up a
spot for Applegate.
“It freaked me out to
be completely honest,”
Applegate said. “I pretty
much went from having
my life be completely consumed by soccer to having
my life be completely consumed by what I wanted to
do with my future.”
While Applegate was
excited to be granted the
scholarship she had always
hoped for, she was conflicted to give up the routine and schedule she had
worked for 10 months to
build.
“It was a huge kick in
the gut… I’ve never been

so angry over 10 grand in
my life. It was a very odd
feeling.”
Hard feelings aside, Applegate accepted the scholarship and returned to the
game she loved. It was not
long before she saw action
on the field.
“I signed the paperwork
Monday, our first practice
was on Tuesday and I was
the only goalkeeper. There
wasn’t much preparation
time it was really just sign
the papers and start right
where you left off despite
how long I’d been inactive.”
In that practice, a shooting practice, Applegate
faced 200-300 shots. She
only had three practices before her first game
against a dangerous Holy
Cross team. Their offense
averaged 3.25 goals per
game and were undefeated going into the Sept. 5
matchup against Maine.
“It was really weird,
because when I went in
there was no pressure at all
because nobody was expecting me to do anything
spectacular.”
The lack of expectations
worked, as Applegate had
a brilliant game. She held
Holy Cross to just one goal
with the help of some solid
defense and walked away
with nine saves in a 1-0
loss.
“I played a whole lot
better than I was expecting
to,” Applegate said.
She needed to play well,
as Maine has been dealing with multiple injuries,
mostly to midfielders. Other players have had to re-

Applegate protects the net during a warm up before the game against North Dakota St.

place the midfielders, and
many of them were not
midfielders by trade, leading to a lack of offense.
“We’ve always been a
defensive-minded
team,
just innately. Our back line
has always been strong
and we’ve always had issues with getting the ball
forward and taking shots,”
Applegate said.
With the first conference games looming, the
team has been keeping
their eyes forward.
“We just have to focus
on conference coming up,”
she said. “These next couple of games will be crucial. You want to go into
conference with something

under your belt. There’s
nothing we can do except
work our butts off, so that’s
what we’re going to do.”
And with the return
of a few players, including goalkeeper Claudia
Dube-Trempe, the Black
Bears were able to muster
a win at home, 1-0 versus
North Dakota State. One
win is far from turning
around the season, but it
is a step in the right direction.
“We’re struggling, but
we’re going to persevere,”
she said.
As for Applegate and
the rest of the season, she
says she is just holding together the leaky ship that is

Catching up with former
UMaine hockey star Diamond

the UMaine women’s soccer team, and will be ready
to step aside when the other goaltenders get healthy.
“If they call me and say
you need to play, I will
work as hard as I can and
I’m going to play. For me,
I’m just doing whatever
they need, and I’m more
than ok with that,” Applegate said about her current
role on the team.
Applegate has very optimistic expectations for
her team heading into conference, assuming everyone is healthy.
But one
thing is for sure, UMaine
soccer plays with a lot of
character.
“The points don’t show

Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
Playing hockey at the
University of Maine is an
experience that players don’t
forget, no matter where they
go when they leave.
For Joey Diamond, nothing since has compared.
“I miss the fans the most.
You know, fans at UMaine:
There’s nothing like them
anywhere else I’ve been,”
Diamond said. “Walking to
games, getting to games,
everything about it, I miss.
I miss being a part of campus.”
Diamond, who graduated
in the Spring of 2013, enjoyed four successful years
at UMaine. Diamond led
the team with 25 goals in
the 2011-2012 season and
served as a captain for his
fourth year, contributing 24
points.

After graduating with a playing with the Thunder
degree in child development was great. I had never gone
and family relations, Dia- out to Cali before so getting
mond went on to play for to do that was a lot of fun
the Bridgeport Sound Tigers and some great experience.”
Diamond has been sucof the American Hockey
League, a minor-league af- cessful in his post-UMaine
endeavors,
filiate of the
scoring
17
New York Isgoals in a sealanders. From
“The way I’ve
son and a half
there,
Diaplayed has
with Bridgemond played
port
before
for the Stockalways gotten
tearing
it up
ton Thunder, a
me to where I
in Stockton,
AA Islanders
want to be”
affiliate based
scoring nine
in Stockton,
points in just
Joey Diamond eleven games.
Cali.
“It was a Former UMaine hockey He has had
player success, but it
good experience, a great
has not come
experience
easy for the
for me. Most of last year was young forward.
with the Sound Tigers and it
“The season is a lot lonwas great to get that experi- ger and there are a lot more
ence playing in the AHL,” games so that’s something
Diamond said. “Then get- I had to get used to,” Diating out to California and mond admitted. “We play
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40 more games here than we
do in college so the season’s
a lot longer and the game is
a lot faster so it was definitely a jump, but I thought I
handled myself pretty well.
It is also easier going into
next year knowing what to
expect.”
Even through the transition from college to the
pros, Diamond has kept his
confidence. He still has just
as much faith in his abilities
as he did when he was skating at the Alfond.
“The way I’ve played has
always gotten me to where
I want to be,” he said. “As
long as people on the next
level like the way I play, I
think it’ll serve me well.”
No matter how far Diamond goes, Maine is never
far from his mind.
“There’s no place like
Maine in my eyes,” Diamond said.

it; the scoreboard doesn’t
show it; and sometimes
even our performances don’t show it, but this
team has more heart than
any other team I’ve played
with.”
Maine will head into the
next few games with all the
confidence in the world,
looking to make the best
of their situation and win a
few games before they begin conference play.
“Even though we’re
dealing with a completely
bum hand, every day we go
out and play like we have
aces.”
UMaine will take the
field again on Sept. 19 at
Central Connecticut.

Stocker provides
veteran leadership
to cross country
tional meet, Stocker led
the Black Bears with a
32nd overall finish with a
Carolyn Stocker is the time of 18:34.
Stocker, a Westfield,
fourth-year captain of the
women’s
cross-country Mass. native, credits her
team this fall. She’s aware early interest in running
that, on a team of 19 girls to her family. She grew
with eight freshmen, they up in a running family.
might not be the fast- She said they often, playest. Even if they are not fully, raced each other.
the best team in America She recalled just racing
East, Stocker has a lot of from one tree to the next.
faith in the younger run- For much of her early life
she was passionate about
ners on her team.
“I’m looking to be soccer more than anythe leader, helping them thing. It wasn’t until her
sophomore
g r o w , ”
year in high
Stocker said.
school that
A lot
of
she began to
those
girls
run compethave poten- “I’m looking to be
itively and
tial.”
the leader,helptake running
A l o n g
ing them grow ”
seriously.
with
her
Stocker,
m o t h e r
Carolyn Stocker
a nutrition
and father,
Senior cross country
student with
Stocker citcaptain
a minor in
ed
Lauren
sustainFleshman,
able
food
the
U.S.
systems,
5,000-meter champion in 2006 and seeks to attend graduate
2010 and Kara Goucher, school after finishing at
the two-time Olympic the University of Maine
athlete, as inspirations in this Spring. She is currently looking at schools
her running career.
“Running doesn’t de- in Portland, Or. She said
fine them. There’s more she is intrigued by both
to them,” Stocker said. the schools and the area,
“You know, like family. which is noted for its
They’re people who enjoy track and field tradition
and professionally funded
life.”
Without a lot of other Nike Oregon Track Club
senior leadership on the Elite.
She is familiar with
team, Stocker has led the
team on the course as well dealing with challenges,
as off. In the first meet of such as vocal cord issues
the year, Stocker was the have caused difficulty
first Black Bear to cross in her breathing, and at
the line at eighth overall times, hindered her runwith a 5-km race time of ning. Despite this, she is
19:45. Last weekend at looking forward to the
the University of Massa- rest of the season and rechusetts Amherst Invita- mains optimistic.
Michael Bailey
Contributor

Joey Diamond scores one of his 25 goals in the 2011-2012 season

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor
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Where the NFL went
wrong with Ray Rice
Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
Ray Rice is a disgrace
to the National Football
League, and the NFL is a disgrace to football itself.
What has unfolded
during the past week in regards to the Ray Rice scandal is going to make people
in the league lose their jobs,
and rightfully so. Rice has already lost his.
For those who may
not have heard, Rice was
caught on camera dragging
his unconscious wife out of
an elevator in an Atlantic
City hotel. He was given a
two-game suspension after
admitting he had knocked
her unconscious. Last week,
TMZ released the video of
Rice knocking his fiancee
unconscious, resulting in his
removal from the NFL.
I have never seen a
more astonishing, cowardly act by a man in my life.
It disgusts me to watch the
video released by TMZ early
last week. I don’t know how
Rice looks at himself in the
mirror. There is no excuse,
absolutely no excuse on this
planet, that would justify his
actions caught on tape. He

is a 212-pound professional athlete striking a woman
who is half his size. Has he
no morals? There is nothing a
woman could ever say or do
that justifies violence against
her. Absolutely nothing.
I honestly don’t think
Rice is even processing the
severity of his actions. Players across American sports
leagues are coming out and
standing up for him, and
even Rice’s own fiancee,
now wife, has defended his
actions. It is despicable.
What’s more mind boggling about this, is that reports are leaking all across
the league that Roger Goodell, the commissioner of the
NFL, had this information
and saw the same video, and
handed down a mere twogame suspension to Rice.
Goodell and his league
have the softest policy in regards to domestic violence.
If someone can prove that
Goodell had seen the video
before handing down his ruling, we will have a new NFL
commissioner soon.
There is a moral problem in America, and it’s illustrated in two forms in this
scandal. The first is that Rice
had the audacity of strike his

fiancee, and the second is that
Goodell saw this brutal act of
violence and handed down a
two-game suspension. Both
men had the chance to do
the right thing and both men
failed. One of those failures
has already lost their job, and
I’ll guarantee that Goodell is
on his way out.
This isn’t the first time
that the NFL has exhibited a
weak response to domestic
violence cases. Just in August, defensive lineman, Ray
McDonald of the San Francisco 49ers was arrested after
getting in a scuffle with his
pregnant fiancee. Police on
the scene reported that McDonald’s fiancee had visible
injuries, but he still started in
the season opener.
Goodell did give Rice a
blow to his paycheck, losing
over half a million dollars
in this conflict, but that sum
looks like nothing in comparison to his $7 million annual salary.
Goodell and the league
must learn that money and
fines are not the solution.
You can’t make a statement
to an all-star caliber player
with half a million dollars
in fines—they’re multi-mil
lionaires. The only way you

can make a statement is with
action. The action Goodell
chose was a two-game suspension for a brutal strike
to a woman caught on tape.
The inconsistency is paramount here. Josh Gordon of
the Cleveland Browns received a year-long suspension this season for his third
positive marijuana test. Not
to take away from the seriousness of those incidents,
but how does Goodell watch
the video and see that more
acceptable than marijuana
use?
Last week the NFL announced its new policy on
domestic violence. The first
incident will result in a sixgame suspension. The second will ensure a life-long
ban from the league, with the
possibility to be reinstated
after a year. This is an effective policy for the domestic
violence issue in the NFL,
but as far as I’m concerned,
it’s too late. This policy is
Goodell’s way of covering
his behind in light of this
scandal. This should have
been implemented long before now, and Goodell can
thank his inconsistency and
indecisiveness for the loss of
Rice’s job, and soon his own.

Fantasy Football Week 3 Preview
Cody LaChance
Contributor
With week two in the
books, football season is
gaining steam and, with that,
so is fantasy football. Here’s
my spin on the week, and as
always, I claim no responsibility for your failures and all
credit for your successes.
Stock Trending Up
1. Tom Brady, QB, New
England Patriots: Tom Terrific, what’s not to like about
him? Three Super Bowl
rings, NFL records and a
perfect regular season on his
resume. While he has struggled on the field at times
these last couple of years,
he will play at home for
the first time in week three
against the Oakland Raiders,
one of the worst teams in the
league. Brady will have a big
game on Sunday — mark it
down.
2. Matt Stafford, QB,
Detroit Lions: It’s pretty easy
to be a quarterback when you
have weapons like Reggie
Bush, Golden Tate, and that
guy named Calvin Johnson.
Stafford has shown that he

can throw the ball all over
the field, and that should
be no different this coming
Sunday. The Packers have a
defense with more holes than
a block of swiss cheese and
Stafford will find them all
day long. Add in the chance
that this turns into a shootout
and the point total could be
outrageous.
3. Brandon Marshall
and Alshon Jeffery, WR,
Chicago Bears: Is this the
second week in a row I pick
a pair of wide receivers to
pick apart a depleted New
York Jets secondary? Yup, it
is. If Jay Cutler can stay up
on his feet, look for Marshall
and Jeffery to put in big days
at the office.
Stock Trending Down
1. Montee Ball, RB,
Denver Broncos: I am a huge
supporter of Montee Ball.
I think the kid will be a top
eight running back by the
end of the year, but this week
he will travel to Seattle… to
play the Seahawks… in CenturyLink Field. If you have a
solid running back you can
sub in for Ball this week, I’d
advise doing so.

2. Colin Kaepernick,
QB, San Francisco: I legitimately think Kaepernick
could be the best quarterback
in the league if he had half
a brain. The guy has all the
tools, yet somehow just can’t
put it all together to live up to
his potential. But this week
he goes up against a formidable Cardinals defense in
Arizona. Look for the birds
to slow down Kaepernick
this week.
3. Rashad Jennings, RB,
New York Giants: Although
he had a great preseason,
Jennings has only looked fair
in the regular season so far.
He was a solid snag around
the fourth round of any fantasy draft, but this week I can’t
see him putting up much
value. Mostly because of J.J.
Watt. The NFL’s highest paid
defensive lineman leads a
solid front seven in Houston
and I see them making it a
long day for Jennings. If you
have a solid running back
you can sub in, you should.
Week 3 Waiver Wire
Pickups
1. Markus Wheaton,
WR, Pittsburgh Steelers:

Wheaton has shown that he
can be an integral part of the
Steelers offense this year.
Big Ben loves to throw the
ball all around the field and
Wheaton could fill the role
Emmanuel Sanders left void
when he signed with the
Denver Broncos in the offseason. If he’s not claimed in
your league, repeat after me:
Must have Wheaton!
2. Justin Forsett, RB,
Baltimore Ravens: Everyone and their mother knows
about the horrific Ray Rice
story by now. But, the football team will keep playing
and they still need another
running back to hand the ball
off. Forsett has looked solid
with the opportunities he’s
had, so I’d be sure to add him
if you’re short on running
back depth.
3. Miami Defense/
Special Teams: As a New
England Patriots fan, I have
come to dread playing the
Miami Dolphins in Miami.
That defense plays differently at home, and I think
they’ll be able to shut down
the Kansas City Chiefs offense easily.

How offseason will affect NHL contenders
Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
A lot has been shaken
up in the National Hockey League this postseason,
and with less than 30 days
until the first puck drop of
the season, we must find
out who has the best chance
of hoisting the Stanley Cup
Trophy in 2015.
The reigning Stanley
Cup Champion Los Angeles
Kings took a $4.8 million
cap hit to sign winger Marian Gaborik to a seven-year,
$34 million deal. This is a
great fit for the Kings and
will make them harder to
handle next year with their
new acquisition. Gaborik is
an intense, high productivity winger who can snipe a
goal on any goalie from just
about anywhere past the
blue line. Working alongside center Anze Kopitar on
the Kings’ first line should
cause some serious trouble
for the rest of the league.
Watch for both players to
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net more than 50 points this
season, putting the Kings
right in the mix come May.
Gaborik wasn’t the only
winger to get a big deal
this offseason. Michael
Cammalleri signed a fiveyear, $25 million contract
with the New Jersey Devils. Leaving a franchise in
decline with the Calgary
Flames, Cammalleri should
be excited and ready to get
after it in New Jersey. The
addition of Cammalleri
to the Devils should help
out the teams’ offense significantly. Cammalleri is a
speedy, aggressive forward
and should fit well in the
mix with Travis Zajac and
Patrik Elias. He is a playmaker who has the ability
to create a play to get a shot
on net even in the heaviest
amounts of defensive traffic.
Matt Moulson signed
an identical deal with the
Buffalo Sabres this offseason. This move improves
the Sabres roster; however,

they’re likely to be a rather uncompetitive team this
year. The Sabres have been
outsourcing their talent for
the past few years, losing
Jason Pominville, Steve
Ott, and others during that
span. Moulson is a grinder, a guy that can make a
difference in late game situations. The Sabres may
be more productive offensively, but I don’t see the
move affecting their overall
chance at the trophy.
When Matt Niskanen left
the Penguins via free agency, they knew they needed
to get a new top defender to
run the show in Pittsburgh.
They found that in Christian
Ehrhoff, another former
Buffalo Sabre. Ehrhoff has
a high hockey I.Q. and one
of the deadliest slap shots in
the league. He’s mobile for
his size, and never afraid to
use his frame to block shots
on goal. Ehrhoff should fit
right in to Pittsburgh’s defensive schemes and have
no problem improving his

production from his years
in Buffalo.
The most notable free
agency pick-up, which will
have the biggest effect on
this coming season, is the
St. Louis Blues acquisition
of Paul Stastny. Stastny
has been in the league for a
long time, and he’s a quality veteran player. Likely,
he’s exactly what the Blues
have been missing when it
comes to postseason play.
The Blues were in need of
a veteran who knows what
it takes to win close games
in playoff scenarios. He’ll
add quality depth to the
Blues offensive lines and be
a great puck facilitator for
younger guys like Vladimir
Tarasenko. Consider this
move as the finalization of
the Blues run for the Stanley Cup.
In six games, I predict
that the St. Louis Blues will
defeat the Boston Bruins
and hoist the Stanley Cup
for the first time in franchise history.

What-ifs of
Pats’ 2010 draft
Cody LaChance
Contributor
Value: The one word
Bill Belichick uses to
justify trading back in
the draft nearly every
season to stockpile his
draft picks so he can select more players in later
rounds. The Pats will take
on the Minnesota Vikings
this weekend, making
many experts debate the
trade that the Vikings and
Patriots made in the 2013
NFL Draft. New England
traded the 29th pick to
the Vikings for a second,
third, fourth and seventh
round selection. The Vikings took the explosive
Cordarrelle
Patterson
and, for now, it seems to
be a fair trade.
But all this talk about
the Patriots trading down
made me look into some
other times the Patriots
traded down and left great
prospects on the table.
The most interesting is
the 2010 NFL Draft when
the Patriots took Devin
McCourty, Rob Gronkowski and Aaron Hernandez.
They certainly grabbed
some difference-makers,
but what else could the
Patriots have gotten out
of this draft? Two of the
most dynamic receivers in
the game today.
The Patriots actually held the 22nd pick in
the first round that year.
That would be until the
Denver Broncos called
and offered the Patriots
their first round pick,
24th overall, and a fourth
rounder for the Patriots
pick. Belichick made the
deal.
The Patriots would
take Hernandez with that
fourth-round pick. On the
other hand, the Broncos
took a wide receiver from
Georgia Tech named Demaryius Thomas. Thomas

Football
from B1

Aultman returned the kickoff 61 yards to the Bryant
29 yard line, but it was
called back due to a holding penalty and turned the
ball over on downs before
Bryant would run the clock
out for a 13-10 win.
UMaine got some bad
news for their defense this
week when they found out
third-year defensive end
Michael Kozlakowski tore

Soccer

from B1
to come back, but we’re
still very much compromised right now,” said
Coach Atherley on the injuries, “but the good news
is we have a week off be-

has turned into an elite
NFL receiver and made
two Pro Bowls. And for
Hernandez? He won’t be
taking an NFL field anytime soon.
The story doesn’t end
there. The Patriots were
then sitting with the 24th
pick in the first round
when the Dallas Cowboys
called and offered their
first round pick, 27th
overall, and a third round
pick for Pick 24. The Patriots would again trade
down. Dallas would take
Dez Bryant with the pick.
Although he has been a
headache at times off the
field, he has been a beast
on it. Through his first
four seasons he has over
4,000 yards, 40 touchdowns and was voted to
the Pro Bowl last season.
The Patriots took
Devin McCourty with the
27th pick and wide receiver Taylor Price with the
third-round pick. While
Price never amounted to
much for the team and
was waived by the Patriots in 2011, McCourty
has turned into a productive player. The free safety has become one of the
better defensive backs the
Patriots have drafted in
awhile. But is he better
than Thomas or Bryant?
I would have to give the
edge to either of the two
wide receivers.
The Patriots could
have pulled a boatload
of offensive talent in
the 2010 draft. Imagine
what a receiving core of
Thomas and Bryant with
Rob Gronkowski would
look like catching passes from Tom Brady? But,
Belichick is all about the
value. It’s just one of the
many cases where Patriot fans will have to just
imagine what could have
been. In Belichick we
trust… right?
his right biceps in their
victory over Norfolk. Kozlakowski suffered a similar injury last year when
he tore his left biceps.
The Black Bears will look
to younger faces such as
sophomore defensive back
Davonte Burke to fill in.
Umaine does not have
an easy schedule going
forward as they will travel
to take on Boston College
Sept. 20 at 1 p.m. The Bulldogs will travel to take on
Liberty University Sept. 20
at 7 p.m.
fore we play again.”
The Black Bears will be
on the road for the team’s
longest road trip of the
season starting on Sept. 19
versus Central Connecticut
State. Maine’s next home
game will be on Oct. 5 as
they host rival New Hampshire.
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FOOTBALL SCORES
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Fordham
Rhode Island
Towson
Delaware St.
Lehigh
UNH
Saint Francis
James Madison
Richmond
Hampton
Colgate
Delaware
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CONFERENCE STANDINGS
54
7
21
7
27
45

American Int.
Stony Brook
NC A&T
Elon
Norfolk St.
William & Mary

3

1

20

2

17

3

12

4

14

5

29

6

22

7

38

8

42

9

17

10

25

11

28

12

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

0-0

2-0

0-0

2-1

0-0

2-1

0-0

2-1

0-0

2-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-1

0-0

1-2

0-0

1-2

0-0

0-2

0-0

0-2

Albany
James Madison
Delaware
Richmond
William & Mary
Maine
UNH
Villanova
Stony Brook
Towson
Rhode Island
Elon

UPCOMING

GAMES

Friday, Sept. 19
Women’s Soccer
at Central Conn. St.
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20
Field Hockey
vs. Bryant
2 p.m.
Football
at Boston College
1 p.m.
Sunday, Sept.21
Women’s Soccer
at Rhode Island
2 p.m.

AROUND THE
CONFERENCE
Wednesday, Sept. 17

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCORES
9/4

Seton Hall
Stony Brook
UMass Lowell
Syracuse
Albany
Iona
Holy Cross
Maine
Siena
Binghamton
Saint Joseph’s
UMBC

9/5
9/6

1 9/7
2
0
4
2
4
1
0
1
2
1
0

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Vermont
Syracuse
Siena
Hartford
Binghamton
Lafayette
UMass Amherst
UNH
Maine
Northeatern
Colgate
UMass Lowell

2

1

3

2

0

3

0

4

2

5

1

6

2

7

1

8

0

9

Hofstra
Fairfield
9/12 Connecticut
UNH
Fairfield
Penn
Bryant
UMass Lowell
Pacific Unversity
Albany
9/13 Vermont
Hofstra

2 9/14
1
3
0
2
4
2
1
0
2

0-0

4-1

0-0

2-1-2

0-0

3-3

0-0

2-3

Holy Cross @ UMass
Lowell
7 p.m.

0-0

2-4

0-0

2-4

Thursday, Sept. 18

0-0

1-4

0-0

1-5

0-0

1-5

The University of
Maine men’s and women’s
cross country teams competed in Amherst, Mass.
Saturday at the UMass
Cross Country Invitational. It was a large field for
the race, hosting eight
teams in each race. The
men bounced back from
a disappointing opener at
home with a third place
finish, while the women
took eighth place. The
day was marked by a solid
team performance for the
men and a few individual
standouts on both teams.
Boston College took

first place for the women
with 27 points thanks to
a first-place finish from
senior Liv Westphal and
a third-place finish from
redshirt junior Danielle
Winslow with times of
16:13 and 16:40, respectively. The University
of Connecticut grabbed
second place by second
and fourth-place finishes
from redshirt fourth-year
Lauren Sara and thirdyear Emily Durgin.
Fourth-year Captain,
Carolyn Stocker again led
the women’s team as the
team‘s fastest runner, finishing the 5-km race with
a time of 18:34 to capture
37th place. Annabelle

St. John’s @ Stony Brook
7 p.m.

0

Friday Sept. 19

2

1

1

2

1

3

3

4

0

5

1

6

AE RECORD

OVERALL

0-0

6-1

0-0

2-4

0-0

2-5

0-0

1-5

0-0

1-5

0-0

0-6

Albany
UMass Lowell
Fairfield
Maine
UNH
Vermont

3

Soccer
Sacred Heart @ Fairfield
3 p.m.
UMass Lowell vs. Hofstra
3 p.m.
UMBC @ Delaware St.
7 p.m.
Columbia @ Albany
7 p.m.

2
1

Saturday, Sept. 20

2

Football
Albany @ Rhode Island
1 p.m.
UNH @ Richmond
4 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Washinton quarterback Robert Griffin III was sidelined
with a dislocated ankle in
their 41-10 victory against
the Jaguars. His replacement, Kirk Cousins, threw
two touchdowns in the win.

Clayton Kershaw got his
MLB-best 19th win to put
the Los Angeles Dodgers
up by three in the National
League West. Kershaw leads
the MLB with a 1.70 earned
run average.

Moser leads cross country at UMass
Michael Bailey
Contributor

Soccer

2

4

The U.S. men’s basketball
team won gold at the FIBA
basketball World Cup by
blowing out Serbia 129-92
behind Kyrie Irving’s 26
points on 6-6 shooting from
beyond the arc.

Siena College @ UVM
3:30 p.m.

Harvard @ UNH
7 p.m.

0

THE BIG TIME
The Minnesota Vikings
deactivated running back
Adrian Peterson after he
was booked and released
Saturday
morning
on
charges of negligent injury
to a child.

OVERALL

UMBC
Hartford
Binghamton
Vermont
Stony Brook
UMass Lowell
UNH
Albany
Maine

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Columbia
Fairfield
UMass Lowell
UMass Amherst
Stanford
Albany
Northeastern
UNH
Harvard
Vermont

AE RECORD

4

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY SCORES
9/10

Soccer

Wilson finished second
among the Black Bears
for the second straight
meet with a time of 18:57.
The men’s team took
third place with 57 points,
behind just the University of Vermont (UVM)
and Boston College with
37 and 54 points, respectively. UVM had the
top finisher with junior
Dan Moroney finishing
his 6-km race at 18:53.
Second-year
Patrick
Coppinger and fourthyear Dylan Souder both
cracked the top ten for the
Catamounts, placing sixth
and seventh.
Two Black Bears
placed in the top 10 and

three more placed in spots
11-20. Fourth-year Alexander Moser led the men
with a 6-km race time of
19:16, garnering him a
fifth-place finish. Thirdyear teammate Jesse Orach ran well in the meet,
placing eighth with a time
of 19:22. Second-year
Levi Frye, fourth-year
Jarrod Lenfest, and second-year Jacob Johns all
cracked the top 20, placing 13th, 14th, and 17th,
respectively.
The Black Bears are
in action again Oct. 11 at
the New England Championships, which will be
held in Franklin Park in
Boston, Mass. at noon.

Floyd Mayweather Jr. defeated Marcor Maidana to
retain his welterwitght and
junior welterweight world
titles by unanimous decision. Mayweather is now
47-0.

Stony Brook @ North
Dakota
7 p.m.
Lafayette @ William and
Mary
7 p.m.
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